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This research correlates the three seemingly separate areas of Punk culture,
visual art and education. The connections made between these three areas are
intended to provide insight about problems within the larger culture. The basic
conclusion is that these problems, such as unequal opportunity or poverty, are not
limited to the larger culture, but are the same problems that are often addressed by
Punks, artists and students.
The procedures used for this study were readings from books and magazines
along with personal experiences and interviews. The personal experiences included
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students. The photograph section at the end of Chapter One adds information and
humor to the text. The section on education was derived almost wholly from my
experiences of teaching art in college since 1976 when Punk culture was beginning.
My intentions throughout the research were to provide the reader with carefully
gathered information that does not claim absolute knowledge and, therefore, invites
further research or differing opinions.
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INTRODUCTION

When Punk was emerging I was teaching in the art department of a college
in western North Carolina. The art world of the seventies was relatively quiet due
to the lack of a dominant style.

There was a multitude of styles including

Minimalism, Photo Realism, Pop Art and Conceptualism that affected my graduate
school work and my early teaching. In spite of those influences, my concepts of art
and culture were somewhat shallow because I had a tendency to isolate art from
culture.
In the early eighties, I saw my first Punk on the streets of Soho, but it was my
N.C. students who introduced me to Punk ideas and practices. Repeatedly, I heard
Punks affirm the necessity for aggressive behavior as both a way of surviving in a
vicious world and as a method of affecting the evils of the world. Punk practices,
like slam dancing, provided opportunities to release the anger and frustration that
caused Punks to form.
Initially, it was the appearance of my Punk students that attracted my
attention. The look was and still is creative, untraditional, and sometimes ugly.
Some of the males students would shave a fellow student's head while he slept.
Other students elected to wear this bold and shocking hair style along with the ripped
and torn style of Punk clothing. Some of my female students wore very short hair
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that was dyed black to match their black clothing. My attraction to Punk culture
extended to involvement in the early eighties when I began wearing black clothing,
cut off half of my thirty inch long hair and began listening to Punk music.
Although I never became a Punk, my involvement with them continued to
grow as I learned more about Punk music and style. I compared them to other
students from various youth cultures like the deadheads, metalheads or reggaes and
found a common trait in rebelliousness against authority.

I love the spirit of

resistance that is often found in youth because it is healthy to be critical and to ask
questions. I was a rebellious student and I suppose I admire my own kind.
A major part of this study deals with definitional questions. Chapter One is
a description and analysis of Punk culture's values, practices and styles according to
my readings and personal experiences. The personal experiences include interviews
with Punks, attendance at Punk concerts and teaching Punk students. The literature
on Punk culture is more plentiful and scholarly than I anticipated. I am particularly
impressed with the writings of Caroline Coon, Dave Laing and Tricia Henry. The
video, "Another State of Mind" is an informative and entertaining documentary of the
Punk band, Social Distortion, whose beliefs are characteristic of Punk culture.
Chapter One is focused on two Punk bands, The Sex Pistols and the Ramones
which were chosen because of their fame and because of their influence on Punk
culture.

The issues of gender, class, race, violence, sexuality and education are

presented in relation to the beliefs expressed by Punk musicians and Punk fans.
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Using the viewpoints of specific yet varied individuals in Punk culture provides a
pluralistic definition rather than a restricted or singular one.
Between Chapters One and Two, is a section of photographs that I took
between 1987 and 1990. There are two photographs by friends and one page of
xeroxed souvenirs from the concerts. Taking the photographs was an enjoyable and
informative experience that introduced me to several Punks. Using some of the
photographs as xeroxed images suits the crude and unpolished nature of Punk culture
better than if they were well crafted prints. The purpose of the photographs is to
add information and uniqueness to my research.
Chapter Two relates Punk culture to Pop art and contemporary art of the
1980s. Relating Punk to art provides another way of understanding Punk and an
opportunity to see how Punk is connected to the culture. Illustrations of several art
works are included in this chapter, since copyright laws allow the use of illustrations
without copyrights in unpublished dissertations. All illustrations are documented with
the same form that I used for quotations.
Chapter Three involves Punk culture's relationship to issues of gender, class,
and race. Readings on gender differences, feminist theology, and feminist psychology
are used to support my conclusions that Punk reflects the larger patriarchal society.
Punk's relation to gender, class, and race is explained further by examples from Punk
music. Punk lyrics are poems that express the beliefs of the culture.
The final chapter is a personal reflection on the relation of Punk, art and
culture to myself as a teacher of art in college. Creativity and rebellion are discussed
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as positive aspects of Punk, while self-destruction from drugs and anger is recognized
as imminent and dangerous. The lack of the feminine nature in Punk culture as
well as in mass culture is correlated to education and presented as a negative aspect.
Punks' interest in male/female equality is slight and similar to that of mainstream
culture. In spite of Punks lack of progressive feminine thought, they are highly
regarded in the conclusion of this chapter. Generally, the conclusion is optimistic,
because Punk is a sincere signal that the courage to attempt changes in our society
still exists.
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CHAPTER ONE

PUNK CULTURE: VALUES, PRACTICES AND STYLE
Introduction/Background
Punk culture is often defined by its styles, practices, beliefs and values. The
descriptive characteristics of Punk culture vary widely from group to group and even
among individuals. A very important aspect of this study is that Punk is both
ambiguous and paradoxical and therefore no single definition can be sufficient.
Characteristics that appear in the literature describing Punks include the following:
anti-elitism, anti-capitalism, anti-pretentiousness, anti-romanticism, anti-aesthetic,
anti-authority, anti-work, anti-education, anti-drugs, pro-drugs, pro white, male
dominance, pro-violence, pro-fun, pro-hatred, pro-destruction, pro-absurdity, and prohedonism. These generalizations introduce the complexity of Punk and presents it
as basically negative in nature. That negativity seems overwhelmingly evident, but
there are important critics, like Robert Christgau who calls Punks idealists. This
paradox of negative versus positive is one of the many that occur in Punk and is part
of its intriguing quality.
From Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, the meaning of the word punk can be
understood as inferior, very poor, in poor health or an inexperienced young man or
hoodlum, all of which apply to Punk culture. The word punk can also mean a
prostitute which is a usage found in some of Shakespeare's work. Punk as prostitute
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can be related to Punk sexuality and/or to their attitude about employment in
general. The hoodlum aspect of Punk relates directly to the Hell's Angels who have
been named as major influences on Punks. Both British and American Punk were
influenced by the 1950s Hollywood film stars, James Dean (Rebel Without a Cause)
and Marlon Brando who played tough, Hell's Angels type men in what are called B
grade movies. In America, these films often are on late night or day time television.
Surely two essential qualities characteristic of Punk culture are youth and rock
and roll music. Punk culture is a youth subculture that originated in the mid-1970s
in England and in the U.S.A. as a product of a rock and roll movement called Punk
rock.

The cult of youth followers of early Punk rock were mostly under twenty one

years old and they are still active Punk fans which makes today's Punk scene a
mixture of teenagers and young adults. However, many of these old timers who are
now in their thirties, confess that the intensity of Punk rock performance and dance
is suitable only for teenagers. The energy associated with Punk rock has resulted in
the term "Punk Rock Explosion" as opposed to the term "British Invasion" that was
used by the media in reference to the 1960s rock groups, like The Beatles and The
Rolling Stones.
The focus of Punk rock was often on the kind of social protest that the Punks
felt had disappeared from rock and roll since famous groups like The Beatles had
become rich and had forgotten what it was like to be working class. The early 1970s
glam-rock (glamour rock) of Alice Cooper, David Bowie, Kiss and Queen among
others seemed like insincere theatrics to the Punks and many music fans in general.
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Rock and roll fans yearned for something new and exciting with the powerful,
meaningful expressions that had been seen in groups like The Who, MC-5, Bay City
Rollers, Jimi Hendrix and the even the early Beatles.
For the decade preceding Punk there were many songs about love and drugs
that were produced or influenced by the Beatles. Some of these love songs involved
social protest in a passive way that is unlike Punk's style of protest. Songs like All
You Need is Love or Come Together by the Beatles are examples of love songs
directed at helping listeners to overcome a lack of love in the world. However, the
Punks claim that these love songs do not seem to have helped asking how a loving
society could allow a great many of its members to live in poverty and misery. Many
Punks have parents who had been followers of the Beatles and yet many had lives
that were not enriched by love but rather torn apart by rancor and divorce. Most
British Punks dislike the Beatles while most American Punks admire the Beatles.
The reasons for these differences are as complex as the history of the Beatles and
all the different phases they went through. However, one unifying conclusion is that
Punks do not like love songs. Hate songs are more their style.
In England, the protest of early Punk rock was centered on the economic
depression of the mid-1970s when there was widespread unemployment.

Oil

embargoes from the Middle East had caused rapid inflation of oil prices which had
increased four hundred per cent or more in three years from 1972 to 1975.
England's dependence on imported oil caused the economy to decline. Increased
energy costs resulted in low profits and/or outrageously high prices for consumer
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goods. Many companies cut production or filed for bankruptcy causing thousands of
people to be unemployed.
During these years of economic disaster, the British Punks cried out in protest
with their music and style. The Royal Family continued to spend lavishly for various
events and holidays. An ostentatious display of spending occurred during Queen
Elizabeth's Silver Jubilee in 1976 and the thousands of pounds spent on parties and
parades to commemorate twenty five years as Queen was a major topic of protest
among Punks.
The protest nature of American Punks was centered on problems with parents,
school, and a fragmented family life. Many teenagers in the mid-1970s lived with a
single parent or with a parent, a step parent and often with step siblings, full siblings
and half siblings. Some youths had lived with different sets of parents, grandparents
or other relatives. Many were justifiably confused and angry over a lack of stability
and no place to call home. As youths changed homes they usually changed schools
and often never settled into one school community. Sometimes this lack of an
identity with a school was a source of more insecurity.
Some American Punks were angry or confused about their family situation and
vented their feelings into music. Other American Punks were just bored with school
and leisure time.

Some of the personal accounts in the literature and from

interviews speaks to the feelings of boredom and confusion. Being bored was often
reflected in the lyrics either through absurd meanings, repetitious words or sounds
which caused Punks to be labeled the zero generation.
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In sharp contrast to the idea of zero purpose in American Punk is the
intellectualized nature of some California Punk that parallels British Punk in political
purposefulness. Punk lyrics that address issues on ecology and gay rights are often
found among Punk bands from San Francisco and Los Angeles. There is often a
message of a hope for a better future even among some of the most angry and
negative songs. The anger of songs like No Future says to me that there is no future
if our present condition continues. Nihilistic as this may sound, the anger and futility
expressed in this song is an intense expression of caring. Often it is silence and
passiveness that are detached and uncaring states. The paradoxical nature of Punk
is clearer in Punk lyrics than in any other aspect of the culture. Music critics, Greil
Marcus, Dave Laing and Robert Christgau have written extensively about the
hatefulness of Punk lyrics which they also described as meaningful crusades for social
change. The critics and public who believe in the negative side of Punk dismiss it
as degenerative and psychotic. The supporters of the positive side of Punk view it
as a rescue from pretense, a way to gather courage to attempt change and/or as a
comic relief from economic oppression.

Punk and Economics
The following quotation from an article by Sandy Carter speaks to Punk's
relationship to economic conditions in England.

Perhaps the strongest reaction against rock's perceived sellout (to the
music industiy) came with the British Punk Explosion of 1977. As a
music and a community, Punk was a response of working class youth
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to unemployment, the drudgery of wage labor, and the hypocrisy of
class society. (1)

British Punks' disgust for the economic situation included a moral outrage. The link
between capitalism and insincerity for Punks was the point where making money was
more important than making art which was in their interpretation a direct, authentic
and social realist art in the form of outrageously loud sounds and screams. Some
Punk bands, notably The Clash, have spoken in favor of capitalism if and only if a
lot the money is used to help society and especially youth. Many Punk bands
perform for free, or for minor profit like a meal or at a slight loss which has caused
a few to go into debt to club owners. A few club owners donated the space and time
for Punk performers and thus became supporters for the cause. By eliminating
money from their basic values, many Punks became a symbol of community that was
admired for service to others and lack of selfish concerns.

Punks and Education
Most of the Punks I have talked with and read about did not like school for
various reasons including boredom and an anger against the lack of democracy in the
classroom. Johnny Rotten, singer for The Sex Pistols, who was once expelled from
school for acting and dressing like a Hell's Angel expressed the following feelings
about education.

The most vivid thing I remember about my childhood is just hating
teachers. You sit down and you look at them and you want to cut
their eyes out because they just don't care a shit about you. They give
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you absolutely nothing. They take, take, take. They'd take your soul
if they'd the chance. They didn't take mine! (2)

Johnny Rotten's statement was the most negative and most intensely hateful that I
encountered and yet I think he speaks for a large number of Punk youth. Another
British Punk, Paul Simonon, bass guitarist for The Clash, did not mind going to
school because he liked goofing off with friends. One of his statements on school is
the following:

I never learned anything. All you done is played about and pissed on
the teachers and that. There were forty-five in our class and we had
a Pakistani teacher who didn't even speak English. (3)

Several Punk rock musicians including two members of The Clash dropped
out of high school and entered art school. Paul Simonon and Mick Jones of The
Clash disliked the rigidity of high school and they rebelled against the authoritative
attitude of the teachers. Their brief stay in art school proved to be a disappointment
because they discovered a restrictive situation that was similar to high school. Some
of the literature indicates that all four members of The Clash had at one time been
art students.
The link between art school and rock and roll has been an important one in
the past twenty five years. Among the famous rock and roll musicians who became
art school drop outs are John Lennon, Mick Jagger (The Rolling Stones), Pete
Townsend (The Who) and

Ray Davies (The Kinks). All of these musicians

produced works that were a major influence on Punk rock. David Byrne, whose
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band The Talking Heads is related to Punk rock because of its surrealistic and often
political nature, was , also, an art school drop out. Some of the members of The
Sex Pistols were friends with art students and played their first performance in 1975
at Saint Martin's School of Art in London.
It is quite possible that these rock and roll musicians who attempted art school
as an alternative to high school were seeking a more creative learning environment.
Art is traditionally thought of as an area where one uses their imagination to help
create a unique identity and develop a personal statement. Art classes are attractive
to many students because one has the opportunity to create their own answer even
when a teacher has dictated a problem and/or a technique. The disappointment for
the art students comes when their answers are rejected by the teachers. The may
have been what caused the famous rock and roll musicians to drop out of art school.
One other reason could have been the rigidity with which some art schools conduct
their classes. Often the academic art school tradition provided no opportunity for
creativity and imagination.
Throughout the readings and through talking with students over the years I
have found that one major attraction for art school was the hope of finding a
meaningful job. The male students, more than the females, have expressed a dread
of growing up and entering a boring job like the one held by their father. Although
most of the parents with whom I worked reluctantly supported their child's desire to
major in art, I have known a few parents who were enthusiastic about the art major.
Some of these parents wish they had been able to major in art. One student whose
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father was a successful but unhappy dentist wanted to give his son freedom to choose
any career. He told his son that he would emotionally support his desire to be a
sculptor and he emphasized that making money was not as important as having a
meaningful career. Today that student is a successful sculptor.

Punk and Gender
Both the idealism and social realism of Punk are evident in their protest about males
being oppressed by meaningless jobs. But, most Punks ignore the issue of social
oppression of the female. They ignore it because Punk is almost totally a male voice,
interested in its own sex. Punk is typical of youth subcultures because almost all
youth subcultures have involved explorations of masculinity. One exception is the
hippies who to me were the least masculine of the youth subcultures because they
expressed their feminine (as in Jungian writings) sides with a rejection of war and
violence. The hippies' interest in nature, spirituality and meditation were other
expressions of their feminine sides. Examples of youth subcultures that were created
by men and for men are The Teddy Boys, Mods, Rockers, Skinheads, Rude Boys,
Bikers, and Beatniks. Through the celebration of masculinity in their style and the
exclusion of women from their politics, they oppressed women.

Through the

exaggeration of their masculinity they denied their own feminine side which is part
of the oppression of women. Punk culture is definitely and obviously an exploration
of masculinity and a denial of the feminine.
Some of Johnny Rotten's opinions about sex and love are revealed in the
following statement made in 1976.
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I don't go around arm-in arm with girls. But I don't hate sex. It's just
that it's all been done between the ages of twelve and now. You do it
all then. It's so easy nowadays. So by the time you're twenty you just
think - yawn - just another squelch session. There's no love at all. I
don't believe in love. Lust is what happens between two people who
like each other. That's all. (4)

Now, fourteen years later, Johnny Rotten is married with two children but that does
not change the strength of how he felt in 1976. I believe his anti-romanticism as an
expression of the lack of meaning he found in sex was common among many Punk
youths and involve a denial of the feminine.
The most famous love affair in the history of Punks is creatively interpreted
in the movie, Sid and Nancy, which was directed by Alex Cox in 1986. The story is
about Punk rocker, Sid Vicious (born John Ritchie) and his New Jersey girlfriend
Nancy Spungen both of whom self destructed on despair and drugs in a tragic effort
to find meaning in their relationship or, as some people would argue, as a lack of an
effort to find meaning. Stories about their relationship reveal a frustrated love affair
that substituted masochistic activities for tenderness. They beat themselves and each
other and did not mind displaying themselves sexually, which was documented in a
video about their lifestyle.

From this three hour video is taken the following

quotation by Nancy recounting one of her dreams which the director used as a
symbol of her relationship with Sid.

I thought we had this little dog... It was really little - and we loved it...
but then, it got sick and it was dead... and we loved it...And we didn't
want to bury it in New York., wanted to keep it...So we ate it. (5)
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Nancy's life ended when Sid supposedly stabbed her during a heroin withdrawal
attempt while they were staying in the Chelsea Hotel in New York City, October
1978. In February 1979, Sid took a fatal overdose of drugs while awaiting trail.
There is still a lot of controversy over the deaths of Sid and Nancy. Did he
kill her? Did he commit suicide or was it an accidental overdose? Sid and Nancy
have been called Punk's Romeo and Juliet but it should be noted that the decadent
qualities of their relationship along with the ambiguities about their deaths make the
story an unromantic tragedy. Also, in the literature Nancy is portrayed as the more
evil of the two, which is a familiar femme fatale interpretation.

Punk Style: Punk Rock Music
Most Punk rock music involves simple compositions of fast and loud sounds
for guitar, drums and voice that are intended to be heard through live performance
rather than from recordings. Punk bands usually have four members with one
drummer, one singer and two guitarists. The simplicity of the music is due to the
limited number of chords used which is usually three and to the short duration of the
songs which is usually about one minute. In performance it is often difficult for the
audience to detect when one song ends and another begins since the successive songs
are played without pause and seemingly without a breath.
The tempo of most Punk music is the fastest in rock and roll history. With
around three hundred beats per minute it is beyond any normal heartbeat. These
sounds have been called signifiers for various things including frenzy, anger, death,
speed, destruction, aggression and youthful energy. However, the sounds remain
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abstract, which allows them to be interpreted by the listener. It could be argued that
all musical sounds are abstract, but Punk sounds which are often like noise is
particularly far removed from a narrative or supportive role with the lyrics. These
Punk sounds have a free quality because they are not in sync with the lyrics and yet
the tempo has a limiting quality because it controls the listener with its speed.
A small number of Punk rock bands have sounds that are not ultra fast but
have a quick, simple, and repetitive beat that is like fast reggae. Reggae refers to the
black youth subculture that emerged in the seventies prior to Punk. The music of
the reggae culture is rooted in Rastafarianism and West Indies culture. The Clash,
a British Punk rock band, is a notable example of a reggae influenced band. The
tribal quality of Black reggae beat was an influence because of the sincerity that
Punks associated with primitive Black tribes and because Punks admired the political
purpose of reggae.

The slower tempo in some Punk rock lends itself to more

intelligible lyrics which are important to The Clash whose purpose is political protest.
In general the lyrics of Punk rock are very difficult or impossible to
comprehend. The volume of the music partly drowns the words which are altered
through the harsh quality of the singing which is a mixture of shouting, slurring,
spitting, shrieking and cursing. Perhaps the only way to understand the lyrics other
than through connotations from sounds is through repetitive listening or through
reading the lyrics on album covers or in rock magazines or fanzines. Fanzines are
publications usually produced and written by fans who wish to have a voice about
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music and politics. These publications are inexpensively printed with the xerox
method and sold for cheap prices like a quarter or are free.
Although Punk songs have been called anthems of mindlessness, meaning and
purpose can be found when each song is examined individually. One of the most
well known and important Punk songs, Anarchy in the U.K., was written supposedly
by the four members of The Sex Pistols or as some reports indicate by only one
member, Glen Matlock.

Anarchy in the U.K.

Right now! I'm an Anti-Christ.
I am an anarchist.
Don't know what I want but I know where to get it.
I wanna destroy passers-by
Because I wanna be Anarchy.
No dog's body!
Anarchy for the U.K.
It's coming sometime, maybe.
Give the wrong time
Stop a traffic line
Your future dream is shopping scheme,
'Cause I wanna be Anarchy in the city.
Not many ways to get what you want,
I use the beat, I use all the rest,
I use the N.M.E., I use Anarchy,
'Cause I wanna be Anarchy,
It's the only way to be.
Is it the M.P.L.A.?
Is it the U.D.A.?
Is it the I.R.A.?
I thought it was the U.K.
or just another country,
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Another council tenancy.
And I wanna be Anarchy
And I wanna be Anarchy
Know what I mean?
And I wanna be Anarchist
Get pissed
Destroy... (6)

Anarchy in the U.K is in many ways the signature song of The Sex Pistols because it
presents their rage and frustration over not having and, sometimes not knowing, what
they want. This song speaks for the unemployed youth and for the youth who have
menial jobs. "Not many ways to get what you want." It speaks for revolution to stop
"traffic, give the wrong time and destroy passers-by." The phrase "destroying passersby", does not necessarily mean killing of people on the streets. More likely, it means
to destroy by stopping the passers-by or the passive ones on the street who do
nothing but keeping moving in their seemingly meaningless maze of urban chaos. I
am interpreting destroy and stop to mean change. Stop these passers-by and possibly
stop them through violent force with the purpose of making them more aware of who
they are and what is happening. This violent nature is the reason the word AntiChrist is used because it means a manner that is not like Christ. To me it does not
necessarily mean that The Sex Pistols are atheists.
Another Punk song, Career Opportunities from 1977 by The Clash, compares
interestingly to Anarchy in the U.K. because Career Opportunities is more logical and
deliberate and reflects a hateful consciousness.

Career Opportunities
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Career Opportunities
The ones that never knock
Every job they offer you
Is to keep you out the dock
Career opportunities, career opportunities...
They offered me the office
They offered me the shop
They said I'd better take anything they'd got
Do you wanna make tea at the BBC?
Do you wanna be, do you really wanna
be a cop?
I hate the army and I hate the RAF
I don't want to go fighting in the
tropical heat
I hate the Civil Service rules
I won't open letter bombs for you.
They're gonna have to introduce
conscription
They're gonna have to take away
my prescription
If they wanna get me making toys
If they're gonna get me - well,
I have no choice,
Career Opportunities
The ones that never knock
Every job they offer you
Is to keep you out the dock
Career opportunities, career opportunities. (7)

The lyrics of Career Opportunities are like a satiric campaign speech that is
directed toward youths who have to accept jobs they do not want because an
opportunity for a career never occurs. Also, it clearly expresses an anti-military
belief in the third stanza. These Punks, although tough and aggressive in words, have
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the same negative feeling toward the military as their ancestors, the hippies had
proclaimed.
Among the other issues addressed in Punk songs is a boredom with living in
the suburbs or in urban areas where there is nothing to do for teenagers. Also, some
British Punks sing of a boredom with television while many American Punks praise
television for it mindlessness.
Anger at uncaring, hypocritical political leaders is another reoccurring theme.
Some Punks believe that politicians do not care about the living conditions and
future opportunities for youth. The anger and boredom felt by Punks often leads to
a search for identity through the revival of previous rock and roll hits like Great Balls
of Fire or Let's Twist Again which are altered into Punk speed.

Punk Rock Bands - The Names
The names of Punk rock bands express concerns about violence, sex, horror,
evil and confrontation. In contrast, some examples of bands in the decade previous
to Punk included such names as the Velvet Underground, Jefferson Airplane, Iron
Butterfly, Rolling Stones, Beatles and Kiss. Some of these names and others from
the 1960s era refer to the use of psychedelic drugs but in general their names seem
conservative when compared to Punk bands like The Sex Pistols, Generation X, or
Richard Heil and the Voidoids. The Punk bands who chose names referring to sex,
did so in a way that presented sex devoid of emotion. In addition to The Sex Pistols
which is a name that refers to macho males and to violence, there are the Buzzcocks,
Vibrators, Castrators, Slits and the Stranglers. Death and/or violence are the second
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most common theme derived from the names of Punk bands. Examples of this type
are The Clash, The Dead Kennedys, Black Flag, Electric Chairs, Slaughter and the
Dogs, Cyanide, Ultra-Violent and Infra-Riot.
Siouxsie and the Banshees, is a female Punk band whose name is associated
with Sioux Indians, noted warriors in American history.

The word "Sioux" was

feminized into the word "Siouxsie" which sounds like Susie but is meant to refer to
the opposite of the familiar connotations of a sweet Susie in older rock and roll
tunes. So Siouxsie, the lead singer's name refers to a female warrior and, therefore,
is well suited to the aggressive looking and sounding image that she creates. The
other members in the band are referred to as banshees which in Celtic mythology
meant a female spirit that wails in the night about the approaching death of a family
member.
The names of some of the individuals in Punk bands are chosen as
appropriate labels that signify their type of personality and/or the type of personality
that could be expected. Among these highly creative names are Johnny Rotten, Sid
Vicious, Rat Scabies, Arri Upp, Beki Bondage, Poly Styrene, Jimmy Gestapo, Mad
Muppet, and Hellin Killer. The artificiality of these names is in one way a paradox
to the aim of Punk music to be direct and realistic and yet if they had used their real
names the impact and shock value would be missing.

THE SEX PISTOLS - Formation and Development
Through consensus among critics and fans the most famous British Punk band
is The Sex Pistols whose beginning and development help clarify the meanings and
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purposes of a large segment of Punk culture. The Sex Pistols were formed in 1975
in a clothing/record store in London. The significance of the location is noted by
Caroline Coon in the following quotation.

They started in London. This is significant. It is in London's suburbs
where the contrast between the promise of a better future and the
reality of the impoverished present is most glaringly obvious. Drab,
Kafka-like working class ghettos are a stone's throw not only from the
wealth paraded on Kings Road, but also from the heart of the banking
capital of the world. (9)

It was in an avant-garde clothing shop, "Sex", on London's Kings Road that the
members of The Sex Pistols first met. The shop was operated by Malcolm McLaren
who became the manager for the band and his fashion designer girlfriend, Vivienne
Westwood. Malcolm McLaren's role in the formation of The Sex Pistols has been
questioned with conflicting stories in Punk fanzines and literature. Some reports give
McLaren credit and praise while others view him as a self-seeking rock and roll
manager.

Malcolm McLaren reportedly encouraged Johnny Rotten to sing by

making him mimic Alice Cooper's song I'm Eighteen from the jukebox. Johnny
Rotten may not have sung before he met McLaren, but he had played music with
some of the future members of The Sex Pistols. Among the members of The Sex
Pistols were Steve Jones, the lead guitarist, Paul Cook, the drummer and Glen
Matlock, the bass guitarist. In March, 1977, Glen Matlock was replaced by Sid
Vicious. It was Steve Jones who gave Johnny Rotten his name which was possibly
due to Johnny's rotten teeth and negative personality. Why two members of The Sex
Pistols preferred to keep their real names is unknown but it is logical to assume that
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the commonality of their names, Jones and Cook, was a way of identifying with the
masses.
Anarchy in the U.K., the first hit by The Sex Pistols was released as a single
in August 1976 and it was immediately banned from radio stations and record stores.
Most clubs would not allow The Sex Pistols to perform because they feared
destruction from the audience. Lacking influential friends in the music business
caused The Sex Pistols to remain "outsiders", who often played under pseudonyms.
In spite of the ban and possibly because of it, The Sex Pistols became the
most important Punk group in England. By January of 1977, numerous Punk bands
including The Clash, The Stranglers, The Vibrators, and Sham 69 formed with direct
inspiration from The Sex Pistols. In May of the same year, The Sex Pistols released
God Save the Queen which was their most politically scandalous recording. The lyrics
and the sounds protested Queen Elizabeth's excessive spending during her Silver
Jubilee celebration. The song, censored immediately by the government has satirical
and hateful lyrics which are heard in conjunction with biting intonations of voice.
The entire song is the following.

God Save The Queen/No Future
God Save the Queen
The facist regime
It made you a moron
A potential H-bomb
God Save the Queen
She ain't no human being
There is no future
In England's dreaming
No future, no future, no future for you
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God Save the Queen
We mean it man
We love our Queen
God says
God Save the Queen
Tourists are money
And our figurehead is not what she seems
God save history
God save your mad parade
Lord have mercy
All crimes are paid
When there's no future
How can there be sin
We're the flowers in your dustbin
We're the poison in your human machine
We're the future
Your future
God Save the Queen
We mean it man
There is no future
No future for you
No future for me... (10)

Unemployment was the issue addressed in the second Sex Pistols' album,
Pretty Vacant, July 1978. During that year unemployment had reached about one
million and the lyrics on this album reflect the utter despair that was prevalent.
Within the songs there is no prescription for change and no promises for a better
tomorrow. Instead, it was pure rage funneled into cynical and pessimistic words and
sounds that were meant to rattle the listener's insides.
The end of The Sex Pistols' career was inevitable given the nature of their
music along with the large amounts of alcohol and drugs that were consumed by
some band members. They believed that the end of rock and roll would occur with
their music and therefore the continuation of their band was impossible. Just before
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they disbanded in January 1978, they made their only tour in the U.S. with stops only
in the South and West. Atlanta, Dallas, San Antonio and San Francisco were four
of the six stops where the Sex Pistols played in small, plain clubs. Punk music was
still very new to American youth who in majority preferred mainstream rock concerts
like Led Zepplin or Bruce Springstein.

LAST KNOWN PHOTOGRAPH OF THE SEX PISTOLS,
1978, SAN FRANCISCO (8)
The fame of The Sex Pistols expanded more after they disbanded than it had
while they were together. Sociologist, Simon Frith would probably say that The Sex
Pistols became a scarce commodity within the music industry. Frith does not believe
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The Sex Pistols were ever outside the manipulation of the music industry but Sex
Pistols' fans disagree. It is true that The Sex Pistols did acquire much fame from
fans for their defiance of the music companies and even more fame when they gave
up a chance to be really big before disbanding. It is also true that The Sex Pistols
made a lot of money and much of their fame is due to the advertising distributed by
record companies.
Just how much money The Sex Pistols made in their brief career is difficult
to determine but based on revenues from record sales and broken contracts with
record companies it appears to be around a million dollars at least. When compared
to the earnings of famous rock groups like The Rolling Stones, The Who or The
Beatles, one million dollars is a small amount of money. The Sex Pistols have been
quoted as being apathetic about the money they made by saying they really did not
care but that they might as well make a lot and spend it all because nothing
mattered.

The Ramones - Formation and Development
The most well known American Punk band, The Ramones, began in the
spring of 1974 when four high school dropouts from the Forest Hills district of
Queens, N.Y. got together to make loud and creative music. Although unrelated
they chose the same last name and became known as the Ramone brothers which
included Joey, Dee Dee, Johnny and Tommy. The name Ramones was chosen in
honor of Paul McCartney who was called Paul Ramone during the Beatles' Hamburg
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period. The Beatles according to The Ramones were the best rock and roll band in
history and Elvis Presley was the best single rock and roll artist.
In 1975 their performing career began when they played at the now legendary
Punk club, CBGB's, in lower Manhattan at 315 Bowery. The club's owner, Hilly
Kristal, opened CBGB's in 1974 in the same space that was formerly a Hell's Angel
bar. CBGB & OMFUG is the full name of the club which means "country, blue grass,
blues and other music for uplifting gormandizers." (11) According to Tricia Henry's
research, when CBGB's opened it was the only underground rock and roll club in
New York City. Many well known Punk musicians like Blondie, Richard Hell and
the Voidoids, Iggy Pop and Patti Smith played at CBGB's. Also many unknown
Punk bands were allowed to play there and that policy remains intact today. A band
does not have to be a proven commodity to play at CBGB's. For example, one of
the Punks that I interviewed in Charlotte, played at CBGB's in June of 1990 through
the effort of a simple phone call to the club.
Soon after The Ramones debuted at CBGB's in 1975, they signed a recording
contract with Sire Records and released their first album, Just Like the Beatles, in
May 1976. They toured England in July of the same year where their concert was
heard by The Sex Pistols, The Clash, Generation X, and Siouxsie and the Banshees
among others.

The Ramones' influence on British Punk was immediate and

widespread which resulted in the formation of many new Punk bands. New songs
from existing Punk bands tried to match the explosive energy of The Ramones' style.
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One unique characteristic of The Ramones sound is the raw grinding of the
guitar that has been compared to a chainsaw. The guitarists, Johnny and Dee Dee
use the term chainsaw when describing their sound but they do not link themselves
to things like the Texas Chainsaw Massacre or to any sort of violence. They want to
achieve the sound of pure energy from a guitar and it just so happens to sound like
a chainsaw or a buzzsaw.

THE RAMONES IN CHARLOTTE, N.C., 1990
(Photo by the author)

The Ramones produced two more albums, Leave Home and Rocket to Russia
before their drummer, Tommy, left and was replaced with Marky who formerly
played with Richard Hell and the Voidoids. They starred in a film, Rock 'n Roll High
School which celebrated their youthful masculinity and their status as teen idols. The
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film is anti-high school with parodies on the stuffiness of the principal and some of
the teachers.
The subsequent albums, Pleasant Dreams, Subterranean Jungle, Too Tough to
Die and Road to Ruin continued their tradition of songs about the frustration of
growing up. The following quotation is from Johnny Ramone.

We're singing more about suburban problems - the frustration of
growing up and not knowing what to do with your free time. Finding
girlfriends, drugs. (12)

The song Beat on the Brat was written by Joey Ramone and contains the lines
"Beat on the brat, beat on the brat, beat on the brat with a baseball bat." The
meaning of the lyrics can be interpreted many ways from social statement on child
abuse to an absurd scenario similar to cartoon imagery as in the violence of The
Roadrunner. The words are repeated over and over which is the main reason that
The Ramones' music is labeled minimalism. It has great speed like youthful energy
along with a boring quality of repetition involving the same words repeated until it
seems ludicrous. This mixture of boredom and speed is a unique characteristic of
The Ramones' style.
After a couple of years of worldwide touring and performing, personal
relations between the band members began to deteriorate. Two more changes
occurred when Richie replaced Marky and C.J. replaced Dee Dee. The current 1990
Ramones are the two originals, Joey and Johnny, plus Richie and C.J..

The

Ramones' fans greatly admire Dee Dee in spite of his drug problem. Dee Dee and
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Joey have been the most creative song writers and compelling performers in the
band's history. Dee Dee's departure from The Ramones omitted a major talent yet
that deletion is acceptable to most fans because they consider him ill from drugs.
Leaving The Ramones may have been the best thing for Dee Dee because it
has made him realize how much he does not want to die or waste away on drugs.
He has written his own story about his background and his life as a Ramone.(April
1990- Spin). He was born in Virginia but grew up in Germany where his father was
<<

in the military. Dee Dee's parents fought constantly and ignored Dee Dee who
failed the first grade and never went back to school. He started into drugs at the age
of twelve and scavenged the fields near his home for war relics like helmets, gas
masks and machine gun belts which he sold for drugs. He was about fifteen when
the family moved back to America and settled in Queens, New York where sniffing
airplane glue was the fad drug among the young and poor. Dee Dee sniffed a lot
of glue and so did many teenagers throughout America in the 1970s. The drug
practice inspired the name of a Punk publication called Snijfin Glue. Sniffin Glue,
one of the most influential Punk fanzines is described in the following quotation from
Dick Hebdige.

Sniffin Glue, the first fanzine and the one which achieved the highest
circulation, contained perhaps, the single most inspired item of
propaganda produced by the subculture - The definitive statement of
punk's do-it-yourself philosophy - a diagram showing three finger
positions on the neck of a guitar. Over the caption: Here's one chord,
here's two more, now form your own band. (13)
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Dee Dee began to play a guitar on his own and without lessons at the age of
twelve. He credits his mother's love of rock and roll as a positive influence on him,
although he rebelled against his mother's preference for the Beatles. Dee Dee was
inspired by The Rolling Stones, Jimi Hendrix, The New York Dolls, B.B. King and
The Stooges.
It was around 1973 when Dee Dee met Joey on the street in their Queens
neighborhood. These two fellows were immediate friends and began to live together
in a run down loft where Joey painted with crushed vegetables on canvas. Joey,
unlike Dee Dee did not do drugs. Dee Dee wrote about Joey's abstinence from
drugs which was partly due to a physical intolerance, with respect and possibly with
envy.
Much of the article by Dee Dee reads like a confession about his life as a
drug addict. He described Sid Vicious with disgust when he recounted an experience
in England where the two of them were shooting up on speed in a bathroom where
Sid mixed urine and vomit with the speed for his personal dose. Dee Dee said that
he has seen almost all the trash there is to see in this world and he is sick of it.
The lyrics of Dee Dee's songs indicate the struggles that he has experienced.
They are the kind of things that are difficult to express except in art forms. One
example of his lyrics is the following which was not explained in his article.

Sitting here in Queens, eating refried beans,
we're in all the magazines, gulping down thorazines;
we ain't got no friends, no Christmas cards to send;
Daddy likes men! (14)
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Dee Dee's story may seem like an outrageously exaggerated case of fragmented
family life but young people seem to identify with what he is saying either because
it is their own experience or because they have friends who have problems
understanding their parents.

In the statement "Daddy likes men" there is the

connotation of despair or fear that Dee Dee, too, could be gay.

It may be

interpreted as anti-homosexuality, but I believe it is Dee Dee's fear of being
homosexual which is different from thinking homosexuality is wrong.
Dee Dee and the other members of The Ramones except Joey try to project
a strong masculine image. Joey, the most enigmatic member, is somewhat feminine
in appearance which is not typically Punk. Joey has a smooth face with delicate
features and a rounded jaw line. His face looks like it does not require shaving.
Also, he has very long hair and a quiet, almost shy, manner. He always wears dark
glasses and most often wears black outfits. Upon seeing Joey Ramone, I immediately
thought of Andy Warhol because of his androgynous gestures, dress and appearance.
Joey knew and admired Andy Warhol for the innovative ways that Warhol depicted
everyday life.

Other links between Punk and the art world will be discussed in

Chapter Two.

Punk Style - Clothing for Males
The clothes that Punk males wear varies greatly but almost all of it is against
the popularly accepted fashion. Punk males wear clothes that are usually simple yet
expressive because of the alterations such as rips or the untidy manner in which they
are worn. In America, one of the earliest Punk styles in clothing was tattered,
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ripped, pistol-legged jeans with tennis shoes and a T-shirt. The T-shirt and/or the
shoes were often ripped also and graffiti was often applied by the wearer. Punk band
members were the ones who set the standards for this style and it was The Ramones
who popularized it in America.
Several variations of Punk style in clothing developed from and outside of the
ripped-jean standard. In England these styles developed faster than anywhere else
because there was a multitude of British Punk bands. The American Hell's Angels
style of black leather jeans, jacket and boots was revised by British Punks and
introduced to American Punks. Meanwhile, American Punks were working on their
own variations of Hell's Angels Style. Revisions included the use of black vinyl
instead of leather and the combination of second hand clothing with Hell's Angels
leather. Creative and outrageous interpretations were, and still are, widespread.
One of the most creative and influential individuals in Punk dress was Johnny
Rotten. In early performances, he sometimes wore an Elvis-style black suit with
pleated trousers and double breasted jacket.

Occasionally, Johnny wore odd

combinations of stripes, plaids and solids with thin neckties tied awkwardly. His
outfits looked like they were obtained at a thrift shop. The manner in which he
combined and wore his "thrift-shop" choices connoted pride, because he had made
something unique and oddly attractive out of something cheap and discarded.
"Any color as long as it is black", has become a popular cliche in Punk circles.
Black leather, vinyl and denim are the dominant choices.

Black is important to

Punks because it is the color with the greatest weight and density and thus the most
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power. Black is associated with a void or darkness and therefore nothingness which
suits the despair of Punks. Furthermore, black leather, considered to be very sexy
for both males and females, may symbolize sexual intrigue.
Bondage pants and so called bondage gear are a popular Punk fashion in
England. Bondage pants are black jeans tied together at the knees that are usually
produced commercially. Sometimes regular black belts are used to tie one's knees
together. Bondage gear usually involves leather straps that are attached to pants or
jackets and used to tie oneself to another person.

Handcuffs are also used as

bondage gear. Neckcuffs look like handcuffs only bigger and are used by male and
female partners to chain their necks together.
Other sadomasochistic accessories include heavy metal chains that the males
wear wrapped around their waists. The function of the chains other than to look
tough is to beat others when it becomes necessary or desirable. This often occurs
during Punk rock performances. Dog collar type necklaces and bracelets are often
made of heavy chains, while wide wrist bands and belts are made of black leather
with metal studs. Sometimes a padlock is worn on the dog collars as bondage sign.
The swastika is worn often by Punks as an arm band or as an ornament on a
necklace or pin. The reason for wearing the swastika seems to be to make people
angiy and not because they want to be associated with the Nazis. Most of the Punks
I talked with did not know why they were wearing the swastika except that one of
their favorite bands had worn it. The original meaning of the swastika as a sign of
prosperity and good fortune was unknown among the Punks I interviewed.
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Earrings and pins of various designs are common accessories worn by Punk
men. Sometimes the designs are a Greek cross, a Christian cross, a razor blade, or
a skull with cross-bones. The pins are usually made of an inexpensive silver metal
like silver plated tin.
Johnny Rotten sometimes wore a crucifix pin of Jesus Christ. Some critics
claim that this was part of as advertising campaign because a photo of Johnny as a
crucified Christ figure had been published by his manager. Supporters of Johnny's
integrity say the wearing of the crucifix was Johnny's idea and not the record
company manager's idea. The reason for wearing the crucifix probably was to display
martyrdom to a greedy society.
The accessory that has become the most well-known symbol of Punk is the
common safety pin. Conflicting reports describe different stories about the origin of
the safety pin as a Punk fashion. In America, most reports claim that the fad was
started at CBGB's around 1974. About one year later, Sid Vicious was credited with
popularizing the use of safety pins to hold together ripped garments. Supposedly, Sid
used safety pins by chance one day to hold together a shirt that had been badly
ripped. As a star Punk performer, whatever he wore was instantly admired and
adopted. Consequently, Punks throughout England produced creative interpretations
in the wearing of safety pins.
An inexpensive, readily available item like the safety pin was a good candidate
for a Punk fad. Besides holding clothes together, safety pins are linked to make
necklaces, bracelets or earrings. Sometimes large safety pins are used to pierce holes
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in ear lobes, cheeks, lips or nose. After the puncture, the pins are fastened and left
intact with the trickles of dried blood. Multiples of safety pins are often used in ears
or on clothing so that the pins nearly cover the garment.
The safety pin as a sadomasochistic device in the piercing of skin is an idea
that parallels other aspects of Punk fashion. The blood letting from the piercing can
be viewed negatively as in S&M or positively as in a sacrificial type of gesture. The
self-inflicted pain and ugly appearance of the blood letting is easy to understand as
a negative aspect. The gesture occurs symbolically as a self sacrifice which may be
a protest or a feeling of frustration.

Punk Style - Clothing for Females
Clothing worn by Punk females is very different from that worn by Punk
males, but the characteristics of anti-chic and predominantly black are common to
the two sexes. One of the main clothing styles for females is the trashy, vamp look.
Black leather jackets, tight mini-skirts of black leather, vinyl, spandex or jersey knit
are worn with clinging, skimpy tops. Spike-heeled shoes, pointed toe flats or multistrapped sandals are popular on the streets and in the clubs. Black stockings of fish
net pattern or other textures add visual interest to the well exposed legs.
The vamp look worn by some Punk females is an assertion of female sexuality.
Their roles are not like a prostitute's role yet they have the look of a prostitute. This
differs from the way Punk males assert their sexuality in that most males try to look
unattractive and not sexy.
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Besides the ultra sexy look worn by Punk females, there is a style made of
incongruent parts obtained at second hand clothing stores and/or thrift shops.
Layers of skirts with exposed slips, multiple belts, scarves, beads, neckties, patterned
socks, gloves with the fingers cut out, vests of multi-colored patterns, and feathers
sewn on to hats or vests are some of the parts of clothing worn together
incongruently. The look is of excessive clutter yet it often appears to work well as
a design.
In the United States, old prom dresses from the 1950s are altered with graffiti
or photos transferred from magazines with acetone (a technique that was used
frequently in Pop Art). The photos are usually portraits of famous Punk heroes like
Marilyn Monroe, Elvis or James Dean but could be photos of nudity involving sex.
There are often unique, collaged designs made from the magazine photos.
Sometimes the thrift shop fashions take on a repulsive look that parallels the
Punk males' style of looking ugly. Punk females sometimes wear bras and/or panties
on the outside of their outfits. Often they add graffiti to the underwear that is
intended to assert an aggressive sexuality. A drawn vagina on panties is an example.
Tampon necklaces or a necklace with an empty birth control pill box as pendant are
other items used in the style that is meant to shock.

Many Punk females would

argue that this style is not repulsive but realistic. Also, they would say that the best
way for them to be feminist in support of equal rights for women is to assert their
femaleness in this radical way.
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Among the jewelry items worn by many Punk females is an array of pins
including swastikas, snakes, skulls an<^ crosses. Metal chains as necklaces or bracelets
are popular for the females but they do not wear the long chained belts. Homemade
earrings of found or discarded objects are popular. Safety pins are not commonly
worn by Punk females and the blood letting from safety pin punctures is rare.
Punk Style - Make-up and Hairstyles - Females and Males
White facial make-up which is not as white as the clown variety is worn by
both Punk males and females to achieve a deathly pallor. White talcum powder is
often used on their hair to make it look gray and dull. The females wear the lightest
make-up base they can find with the lightest powder. Dark purple lipstick, or white
lipstick is a frequent choice by the females. For the sexy, vamp look, a bright red
lipstick and nail polish is used. Patterned applications of multiple colors of nail
polish, as well as basic black, were popular with Punk females. Punk eye make-up
ressembles that of Egyptain royalty.

Heavy black mascara and eye liner is

dramatized further by high contrast shadowing which is often just black and white but
might include metallic silver. Some Punk males wear eye make-up in the form of
black mascara that is applied and rubbed before it dries to give a hollow eye effect.
Punk males tend to avoid a feminine look and/or an androgynous look that
was popular with their immediate predecessors in rock music. Glam-rock musicians
like Johnny Glitter, David Bowie and Alice Cooper wore excessive make-up and
lipstick that achieved a feminine look. The pre-Punk band, The New York Dolls,
had portrayed transvestites. Therefore, Punk males are careful to choose make-up
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that maintains masculinity while creating the deathly or the just ugly look. Acne,
scars and dirty, yellow teeth are considered natural assets for Punk males.
Hairstyles for Punk males are usually very short and emphasize disheveled
hair where no two strands are the same length. Sometimes the hair is almost shaved
except for a stubble. This style looks like a military haircut or the style worn by
inmates in asylums, prisons or concentration camps. The military look hairstyle of
Punks caused them to be incorrectly linked to the Skinheads, a fascist youth
subculture. Another style is the slicked back look that greasers had worn in the
1950s.
In many cases the hair for both Punk males and females is dyed acidic colors
that have been described as industrial colors that suit the proletarian status of most
Punks. Lime green, hot orange, hot pink, day-glo yellow, red and purple are the
most popular colors which are used in monochrome, duochrome or polychrome
designs. It is likely that early Punks used commercial paints because Punk hair
products were not yet marketed in the early eighties. One of my photography
students used our Dr. Martins' Photographic Dyes on her hair and found them to be
permanent.
The now famous Punk mohawk is the most characteristic hairstyle for Punk
males. The mohawk involves hair that is medium to long in length in the center of
a shaven scalp. The hair is often spiked into pointed projections that look like
knives. Heavy duty jells like Dippity-Do or Vaseline are used to make the hair erect
and sometimes these projections are brightly colored. Seemingly countless variations
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of the mohawk have been created by Punk youths. (At the Ramones concert, May,
1990, I saw a mohawk with lots of curls as if it had been done with hot curlers. It
was really pretty and not typically Punk.)
What inspired Punks to wear Mohawk styles is a debateable topic. It is certain
that the name refers to American Indians who had such a hairstyle. American
Indians are an oppressed minority with which the Punks may have felt an identity.
In England, displays of paintings of American Indians can be found in museums of
numerous towns, like Chester and Plymouth. The most famous American painter of
American Indians, George Catlin, had a traveling exhibition of his works in England
and America in the late nineteenth century. It is likely that George Catlin's efforts
began the interest that the British continue to have in the American Indian.
Many Punk females wear their hair short and untidy but they rarely wear
mohawks. Hair dyed jet black is a popular choice for Punk females and for some
males. Colored dyes are used by some Punk females to dye all of their hair. A
bright green or hot pink head of hair worn sticking straight out as if electrified is not
an uncommon style among urban Punk females. The blonde bombshell image for
Punk females is inspired by Punk rocker, Blondie (American) who achieved a
Marilyn Monroe imitation during her years as a Punk performer.

Punk Style - The Club Scene
Punk fashion is seen at its best in the numerous clubs where Punk rock is
performed.

Many of these clubs like the famous CBGB's are devoted to

underground rock and especially to Punk music. The clubs are usually a small, run
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down building or a room in low rent neighborhoods and sometimes old abandoned
houses or government condemned buildings are used. Often make-shift spot lights
are made from plain electric bulb sockets and large tin cans.

Speakers are

sometimes rigged with insufficient voltage which accounts for the frequency of blown
systems. Destruction of the sound system is one of the highlights and, of course, the
ending to many Punk performances.
According to the Punks I interviewed, attending Punk clubs is their most
enjoyable pastime. Admission is very cheap and sometimes free so that many Punks
can attend every performance, which for most clubs is every night.

Audience

participation in the band's performance almost always occurs and makes the event
like a happening. Sometimes there is a role reversal when members of the audience
go up on stage and begin to sing and the members of the band join the audience.
Punk musicians often throw things like beer or beer bottles at the audience, while
the audience often throws the same sort of things back at the band. They yell
obscenities back and forth. "Fuck you" is the most frequent comment. They spit,
sling sweat and sometimes vomit on each other.
Usually several bands play at the same club during one night. The most
famous band performs last which is usually after midnight and attempts to play the
rest of the night. The line-up of Punk bands play non-stop until the next band takes
over. Occasionally, Punk musicians achieve the goal of becoming too exhausted or
drunk to continue.
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A spectacle of violence is sometimes performed by the band members who
smash their instruments and/or the speakers. Guitar strings break frequently under
the pressure of intense playing and usually a spare guitar is used. Blood letting for
spectacle has been performed by several Punk rock musicians including Sid Vicious.
During several performances Sid Vicious cut his bared chest with a razor blade or
a broken beer bottle. He made many cuts in a scattered pattern, let the blood drip
and dry.
In many Punk clubs drugs are taken by band members and audience, because
some drugs increase body functions like heart rate and therefore coincide with the
music. Inexpensive drugs in the form of amphetamines are the most popular choice.
Things like speed and glue are used in conjunction with drinking beer, which is
widespread. Punks who can afford the so called better drugs take things like cocaine
and heroin. Smoking marijuana and/or dropping LSD is not as popular among
Punks as it had been among their predecessors, the hippies, but some Punks do use
these drugs. Marijuana and LSD are considered to be mellow because of the
numbing effect in marijuana and the transcendental effect of LSD. These effects
are not well suited to the high energy of Punks.

Punk Dance
The audience of any Punk club is composed dominantly of white, male
teenagers who are bored with staying at home. During the band's performance they
stand compressed together in front of the band which is usually elevated in the
traditional manner of a stage. Dancing is not an immediate response to the music
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but a gradual and sometimes slowly evolved reaction. Some of the bands that
perform early in the night play to only spectators who jeer, wave their fists and/or
bob their head in time with the very fast beat. After a period of time spent
absorbing the energy from the music, the members of the audience begin to dance
either the pogo, the slam or a variation of both.
Pogo dancing is jumping up and down while usually standing in one place.
The floor in most clubs is so crowded that one must stand in place. Although I do
not believe only one person invented the pogo dance, Sid Vicious is credited with its
invention on a night when his fear of not knowing how to dance was overcome by
a desire to dance. Other guys saw him jumping up and down and the style became
a fad.
Pogoing is about the only kind of dancing one can do if one is wearing
bondage pants, a fashion which came after the development of pogo dancing. One
of the main purposes of bondage pants is to make dancing difficult in a
sadomasochistic way. Another purpose of bondage pants is to make dancing a less
competitive activity, because everyone's dancing looks the same. A lack of
competition can result in conformity which is paradoxical to the idea of Punk as
individualistic, creative and non-conformist. Another incongruity is that wearing
bondage pants limits the physical force one can use in being aggressive and in
defending oneself. Males who wear bondage pants possibly consider themselves to
be the punished ones.
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Pogoing is well suited to the sexuality of males, because it is a dance that
visually and kinesthetically is a signifier for the sexual action of a male's body. There
are a few females who wear bondage pants and/or do pogo dancing but it seems they
are copying a male image or experiencing their masculine side like when females
play football.
Slam dancing is the most famous form of Punk dance. I do not know who
invented the slam dance but it was probably as spontaneously invented as the pogo.
Slam dancing is shoving one's body against the adjacent person with as much
strength as possible. It almost always occurs on a crowded dance floor which means
that one shove is felt by several people, creating a chain reaction of slamming in a
random pattern. The circular promenade version of slam dancing is popular in the
United Sates. It reminds me of the kind of American Indian war dance that I know
via Hollywood movies except this Punk style has a lot more intensity. The Punk
males march by making long, awkward strides in a circle which is usually as large as
the dance floor but is sometimes a smaller circle in front of the band. They swing
their arms violently in a way that mimics the movement of their legs. Elbows are
used to jab the sides of each other. While strutting around in this manner, the males
slam into each other with hopes of landing someone on the floor. Any floored
dancer is trampled upon until he can manage to get up. I have not read of anyone
dying during these dance events, but serious injuries like severe bruises, cracked ribs,
broken limbs, knocked out teeth and multiple cuts are common consequences.
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Some of the heavy metal chains, studded leather belts and bracelets that males
wear help increase the pain when one is slammed. The long waist chains are used
to whip others during the dance. In California some of the Punks in the early 1980s
wore metal shirts and vests made of chains with no cloth. This Punk armor was a
commercialized version of Punk attire that aimed at combining the idea of effective
sadomasochistic gear with a chic, creative look.
Stage dives are another part of the ritualistic activities in Punk dancing. The
dives usually occur when the dancing has reached a high energy level. Often
members of the band initiate the practice by diving from the stage into the audience.
Most dives are the belly dive type although the head first and back dive are used.
The diver assumes the risk of being trampled and seemingly enjoys that risk because
dives are often repeated in rounds. Members of the audience join the band members
in making stage dives. Sometimes the diver is tossed by the crowd in a violent
manner. The diver plays the roles of aggressor and victim while the audience plays
the same roles. At a Punk performance in October 1989,1 watched a member of the
band walk out from the stage onto the heads and shoulders of the audience. Some
members of the audience resisted the walker by trying to make him fall, but most of
the all-male audience helped him stay upright and return to the stage. Stage dives
and Punk dancing in general are not as rough now as in the mid to late 1970s.
Some Punk females attempt to join the slam dance event in order to establish
equality with the males. Because females usually lack the strength needed to sustain
slam dancing with males, they retreat to a corner and do their own dancing. The
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Punk females discover safe times to slam dance with each other on the main floor
when it is clear. Sometimes they dance around the edges of the male group and
invade the males' space as often as possible. Their behavior is a good mixture
between being daring and cautious. The following quotation from the field research
of Leslie G. Roman on Punk Women and Slam Dancing relates to safety zones at
Punk clubs.

Setting - The Gig of the "Big Dicks" (a band)
Crowded out of space, a few female Punks slammed together on the
periphery. Their eyes and bodies maintained an intense focus on each
other rather than on the spectacle developing between the male
performers and dancers. In the context of deterritorialized space, a
small group of female slammers rarely acknowledged the line-up of the
males or the hierarchy it produced, from which they were excluded.
They (Punk females) anxiously waited until the bands played their
second sets when, as Sue explained, "the guys usually get exhausted
enough after one set to leave us alone to dance." (15)

One of the main conclusions from Leslie G. Roman's study is that the motives
behind female slam dancing are equal opportunity, defensiveness and therapeutic
release. The following quotation cites one of the several examples that Roman used
to support her conclusion.

A statement by Charlotte, an 18 year old Punk...
I figured if the (the males) can do it (slam), I can do it too. I don't
think there should be this separation, you know? Because for a long
time it was only guys that slammed. You sort get respected because
some guys feel you're not afraid to go out there. I'm not afraid. It's
kind of weird that we have to do things like be as tough as the guys to
be accepted by them. It's just something you do for the respect they
(the males) give you. It's like, "Wow, she can take care of herself. I
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don't need to take care of her. She can do it herself." It makes me
independent. (16)

In the same research, both Punk women and men described slam dancing as a
therapeutic release of getting one's frustrations out.

The females highlight a climatic moment in the dance in which they
experience a pleasurable or erotic separation from their bodies and
feel high levels of energy and euphoria with little or no immediate
consciousness of the physical pain or injuries sustained while dancing.
(17)

The sexual atmosphere of most clubs is definitely not romantic but more like a pick
up bar where taking someone home with you is the goal. Some Punk females flirt
with members of the band and volunteer to have sex with them. Some Punk males
hassle or physically abuse Punk females by either hitting them or putting their hands
on the female's thigh and up under her mini-skirt. The process was called "being felt
up". Sometimes Punk males try to rip clothing off of females.
Punk males and females usually slam dance with their own sex but most Punks
are not homosexuals. The feelings among Punks about homosexuality vary with some
groups defending gays while other groups condemn them. The Punk males often
accuse Punk females who slam together as being homosexuals, whom they call
"lezzies".

They believe slamming is natural for a male and not a sign of

homosexuality. Some Punk females think that guys dancing with guys is a good idea.
Some reasons are explained in the following quotation.
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I just like watching the guys. I'm a voyeur at heart. I just get a lot of
pleasure out of watching. That way I'm not somebody's girlfriend or
sister. And the guys - when they just roll around together, they leave
us alone... They should all be fags and go home and sleep together.
Maybe this would be one step closer to a less violent society. Maybe
they would be less violent towards women. (18)

Punk Lifestyle
Besides going out to clubs, appearing decadent in fashion and socializing with
friends Punks usually go to school. Most Punks continue to attend high school even
though many of their heroes in rock music have dropped out. Others have menial
jobs like cashiers, laborers, waiters or clerks. In spite of their frustration with school
and with the outlook of a meaningless job they continue the traditional path toward
high school graduation. All of the Punks I talked with were finishing or had
graduated from high school. Many had high grades and most were entering or
attending college.
A large number of Punks live at home with their working class parents,
because they can not afford a place to live on their own. The relationship between
Punk youths and their parents is often tolerable. A few Punk rock musicians,
including some members of The Clash remained at home even when they could
afford to live elsewhere. A small number of Punk rockers are from wealthy families
including one British ambassador's son who resided in boarding schools. Although
some Punks' parents are supportive of Punk ideas, they are concerned about the
wildness, drugs and ugly appearance.
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Paradoxically, Punks both love and resist boredom. Their love of boredom
is evident in excessive viewing of television, which some Punks would label as an
addiction that is a national addiction. Repeatedly watching re-runs of programs like
Star Trek, Adams Family, Happy Days, and M.A.S.H. is a favored Punk pastime.
However Punks often rebel against this repetitive activity with their music and style.
Thus, Punks' resistance to boredom with television involves an awareness of
televison's power to control viewers.
While watching television, Punks often consume junk food. In defiance of
what many of their hippie parents had favored with the health food craze of the
1960s, the Punks overdose on potato chips, candy, soda, cookies, and whatever they
like that is commonly considered valueless food. However, I found contradictions to
Punk's anti-health attitude because the Punks I met and interviewed expressed
concern for good health and good grooming.
Many male Punks who live in urban areas spend their afternoons on street
corners with friends. It is a ,time spent talking about the day and what had happened
and about what is going on in the world. Most Punks stay very informed about world
events which may result from their hours spent watching television that includes news
programs.
A fun pastime for many Punk males and a few females is playing in or
assisting a Punk band. In America, hundreds of garage bands have formed and
dissolved as young performers exert their desires to make music. The Punk belief
in "everyone can do it" is nowhere better realized than in teenage garage bands who
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aspire to be like Punks.

Some of the garage bands became professionals and in

America many are called "hardcore" bands which is a variation of Punk. "New wave"
and "no wave" are other variations of Punk that emerged in New York City in the
late seventies and early eighties.
In lifestyle, values, beliefs and practices Punks imitate the same culture that
produced them. "You made us, now you have to deal with us," is a familiar Punk
slogan. According to many contemporary artists and critics, Punk rock of the mid
to late 1970s contained a lot more intensity in style and purpose than what was
happening in the art world. It is no wonder that visual artists were and continue to
be attracted to the influence to Punk. The next chapter examines some of the
numerous connections between art and Punk culture.
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PHOTOGRAPH SECTION

The following ten photographs were selected from the hundreds of frames that
I took of Punks from 1987 to 1990. The eleventh and twelfth photographs were
taken by Kent Thompson and A. Doren, respectively.

A photocopy of some

souvenirs from Punk concerts is the final page of this photo section.
My photographs of Punks are my visual interpretation of Punk culture during
the years of this research. All but one of the photographs are about Punks in North
Carolina. The two photographs taken by friends were chosen because of their
uniqueness from my works and because they provide additional visual information.
The overall purpose for including the photo section is not only to add information
but to add humor and personality.

LESLIE1

Leslie posed in the basement of a condemned, graffiti filled hotel in Charlotte,
1988. The Ramones autographed this photograph for me in April 1990. Their
signatures seem to merge well with the graffiti.

LEGS

Candice and Kirsten were dressed for the night but still in the closet, 1987.
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PUNKS NOT DEAD
Candice and a friend posed outside the Pterodactyl Club in Charlotte, 1988.

"UNCOVERING PUNKS"
L.A. and friend at a Charlotte club in 1988.

"Two TOUGH"
Two Punk females in conversation, 1988, Charlotte.

"RED AND BLACK"
A Punk Couple in Washington Square Park, New York, 1988.
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THE TICKET HOLDER
A group of Punk music fans outside the Pterodactyl Club in 1989. The young
male in the center was elated over the admission ticket I gave him.

PUNK TRIO
Two members of a Punk band posed with a female friend at the Amnesty Benefit
Concert in Charlotte, 1990.

"MOHAWKED LEE"
Lee of the Punk-inspired band, Funkenstein, performed in one of his many
creative costumes, 1990.
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"ALTERNATIVE SLAM DANCING"
The 1987 movie, "Dirty Dancing" may have inspired this Punk couple in Charlotte,
1988.

"THE BEST DANCER"
An uninhibited dancer celebrated the music of D.O.A. at the Charlotte club,
Milestone, in 1985. Photograph by Kent Thompson.
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1 SHALL BE SATISFIED WHEN
I AWAKE WITH THY LIKENESS:

"THE IMAGE MAKERS"

A Punk couple was strategically posed and photographed by Doren of
Greensboro, 1987.

!i

mn

SOUVENIRS
A flyer from a 1989 Punk concert by Alien Sex Fiend and a pair of smashed eye
glasses found after the Ramones concert, April 1990.
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CHAPTER TWO

PUNK'S RELATIONSHIP TO VISUAL ART

The major relationship between Punk culture and visual art involves the
influences of Pop Art on Punk and, consequently the impact of Punk culture on the
works of numerous, well-known visual artists since the late 1970s. Some of the artists
mentioned in this chapter had a direct contact with Punk culture, while others are
influenced by only part of Punk's ideas, values, beliefs and style.

Besides the link,

to Pop art and current art, Punk culture is strongly reminiscent of a 1920s art
movement called, Dada, which was a politically inspired nihilistic group of visual
artists, poets and performers who often used shock tactics to make a point.
Dada, Pop art, and Punk culture were all shaped by mass culture and, thus, the
visual/aural results were an imitation of some aspect of mass culture. Often the
imitation was blatant as in a Campbell's Soup can or a re-make of a previous Pop
rock and roll song, but there was seldom a straight forward interpretation about what
that imitation meant. The meanings were intended to be as undefined as the culture
itself.

Punk Culture and Pop Art
The history of the development of Pop Art provides insight into the influence Pop
Art had on the ideas of Punk Culture. Pop art began arguably in England in 1954
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with an exhibition of collages by Richard Hamilton (b.1922) at the Institute of
Contemporary Arts. It was at this same institution where a group of young writers
and artists called The Independent Group had begun in 1952 to talk about current
social issues and the roles of the arts. Among the members and guest speakers were
Lawrence Alloway, Eduardo Paolozzi, Richard Hamilton, Magda Cordell and
Marshal McLuhan, all of whom led discussions on advertising, industrial design,
popular music and movies. Hollywood was one of the major topics while others
included Detroit's automobile design and Madison Avenue's advertising. American
culture expressed by mass media and mass production was considered by The
Independent Group to be the producer and controller of mass culture on both sides
of the Atlantic.
Part of the purpose of The Independent Group was to recognize the importance of
mass media to mass communication while being wary of its power to manipulate
through advertising and propaganda. The resistance of The Independent Group was
clearly demonstrated in the satirical, cut-and-paste magazine collages by an artistmember, Richard Hamilton. By cutting up magazines and rearranging the images,
he exercised his own control over the media and he produced arresting and often
shocking images.
One of his most famous collages, "Just What Is It That Makes Today's Home So
Different, So Appealing", depicts a modern living room cluttered with appliances and
other consumer goods and occupied by a Hollywood inspired images of a man and
woman. The almost nude, Tarzan type man and the centerfold type woman are as
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much consumer products as the television or any of the other products in the collage.
The reduction of people to commodities and the exploitation of the sexual appeal of
the human body for advertising are two of the central issues of protest in Hamilton's
view of mass culture.

"JUST WHAT IS IT THAT MAKES TODAY'S HOME SO DIFFERENT, SO
APPEALING"
by Richard Hamilton (1)
In American Pop art, statements of satire or social comment were often
hidden in the cold, neutrality of the technique or the subject matter. However, that
neutrality was well suited to the nature of the commercialized living environment
and,therefore, had social comment beneath the surface appearance.

In the early
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sixties, Pop artists were beginning to clarify their ideas about Pop art as shown in the
following quotations.

"What is Pop art?... I don't know - the use of commercial art as subject
matter in painting, I suppose. It was hard to get a painting that was
despicable enough so that no one would hang it, everybody was
hanging everything. We like to think of industrialization as being
despicable. I don't really know what to make of it. There is something
terribly brittle about it. I suppose I would still prefer to sit under a
tree with a picnic basket rather than under a gas pump, but signs and
comic strips are interesting subject matter. There are certain things
that are usable, forceful and vital about commercial art."
Roy Lichtenstein
"I am amazed and excited and fascinated about the way things are
thrust at us, the way this invisible screen that's a couple of feet in front
of our mind and our senses is attacked by radio and television and
visual communications, through things larger than life, the impact of
things thrown at us, at such a speed and with such a force that painting
and the attitudes toward painting and communication doing a painting
now seem very old fashioned..."
James Rosenquist
"Someone said that Brecht wanted everybody to think alike. I want
everybody to think alike. But Brecht wanted to do it through
Communism, in a way. Russia is doing it under government. It's
happening here all by itself without being under a strict government,
so if it's working without trying, why can't it work without being
Communist? Everybody looks alike and acts alike, and we're getting
more and more that way. Everybody should like everybody."
Andy Warhol (2)

These definitions claim the importance of everyday life and suggest that the so called
low art of comic strips and advertising is the kind of visual expression that is about
mass culture. This low art is in Warhol's view a socialist art which he considered
beneficial in homogenizing society and making people equal in terms of how they
look and think.
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Pop art in America involved the use of products from commercial art and
advertising, the news media and movies as subject matter. The 1920s idea of readymades, introduced by Marcel Duchamp's placement of commercially made items like
a urinal into an art museum, was revived by Andy Warhol's exhibition of objects like
Brillo Soap Boxes. The neutrality of ready-made works that lacked the touch of the
artist was a fitting parallel to the cold objectivity of factory production which
consumers had learned to expect and appreciate.
Since the early 1950s, the New York art world had experienced definite
forerunners to the 1960s Pop Art in works like Robert Rauschenberg's "combine
paintings", (collages of relief sculpture with painting), the works of Jasper Johns
(e.g., the American flag paintings and sculptures of common objects like a flashlight
or a light bulb) and the Happenings by Allen Kaprow. However, for many critics,
the beginnings of Pop art in America were with the first exhibitions of Andy Warhol
in Los Angeles and New York in 1962. The now famous paintings of Campbell's
Soup and Coca-Cola along with the early photo silkscreen portraits of Elvis Presley
and Marilyn Monroe were included in the show. Other artists who are considered
to have made major contributions to the formation of Pop Art in New York are
James Rosenquist, Roy Lichtenstein, Claes Oldenberg and Tom Wesselman.
Critical reviews of early Pop art were not favorable and in retrospect it is
amazing to me how narrow minded these comments seem considering that they
came from a generation of art critics who were familiar with twentieth century avantgarde art.

Among the statements made in early critical reviews are the following
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ones from a 1985 article on James Rosenquist and his memories of the Pop art
critics, Max Kozloff, John Canady, and Barbara Rose.

Max Kozloff complained that "the art galleries are being invaded by
the pinheaded and contemptible style of gum-chewers, bobby soxers
and worse, delinquents."
And John Canady, art critic for The New York Times, sniffed: "As a
working definition we could say that Pop is an art that introduces
variations of debased commercial and industrial art into the social,
financial and intellectual circles where such art has always been
regarded with a natural shudder of horror."
Barbara Rose was one of the few critics to grasp the connection
between their new, media-inspired realism and the deeper
undercurrents of American society. Instead of dismissing Pop as a bad
joke, she considered the very real, cultural situation it reflected. (3)

The manner in which Pop art was dismissed as unimportant is similar to the
type of criticism received by Punk rock musicians. Several rock musicians including
Eric Burdon and Phil Collins rejected the significance of Punk music. (4) In the
1980s when Punk ideas began to influence visual artists, some of the original Pop
artists were among the supporters and collectors of these artists. For example, Andy
Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein have been collectors of Keith Haring J. M. Bisquiat,
and Kenny Scharf.

Andy Warhol's Influence on Punk
Throughout the literature on Punk culture there are frequent references to
Andy Warhol as an influence on Punk ideas, music, and appearance. All of the
Punks I have interviewed admire Warhol because he confronted issues that are taboo
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yet important and because he dealt with everyday living . Much of his art deals
blatantly yet ambiguously with sex, violence, death and with the close relationship
among these three things. Some of his films deal with untraditional sex roles like
drag queens and transvestites or with unromantic sexual behavior in relationships.
His films are not narratives and are not didactic but they do confirm that these
unmentionables do exist.
Like many Punks, Warhol's art looked at what might be called the dark side
of the psyche that deals with violence, sadomasochism, hatred, revenge, murder, selfpunishment and similar subversive traits. Both Warhol and Punks looked at the
fascination that violence and death holds for people, and realized that their
opposites, benevolence and living, are oddly not as exciting.
In December of 1965, Andy Warhol adopted a band, the Velvet Underground,
and produced their first album. Many music critics and Punk rock musicians have
written that the Velvet Underground was the single most important influence on the
development of Punk rock in both America and England. Articles about the Velvet
Underground and rating charts that confirm the high rank of their recordings with
Punk fans appear often in fanzines as evidenced in the following excerpts from Tricia
Henry's research.

For instance, the second issue of "Ripped and Torn" (January 1977),
one of the most widely circulated punk fanzines, contains two top
twenty record charts - one for singles and one for albums. The album
chart lists entries (including the number one position) for Lou Reed
and/or The Velvet Underground and includes every Velvet
Underground album recorded at the time of the fanzine's publication.
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British fanzines also frequently featured articles and record reviews
concerning Lou Reed and/or the Velvet
Underground (e.g. Sniffin
Glue, September 1976, no. 3, page 9; Sniffin Glue, October 1976 no.
4, page 6, Heat, October/November 1977, page 6)... (5)
Lou Reed and John Cale were the founders of the Velvet Underground in
New York City in 1965. Lou Reed was trained as a pianist and had studied
literature, journalism and poetry. John Cale (British) had extensive training in
classical music and was a violist, pianist, singer and composer. Unlike the untrained
Punks who they were to influence these two key musicians of the Velvet
Underground had mastered technique. Together with a guitarist, Sterling Morrison
and a drummer, Mo Tucker they set out to unlearn their disciplines and change the
sound of rock and roll.
Andy Warhol convinced members of the Velvet Underground to add a female
singer, Nico, who was a tall and strikingly beautiful blond with an eerie voice. Nico
usually wore a solid white outfit during performances which made a strong visual
contrast to the other band members dressed in black jeans, black vests, black shirts,
and dark shades. Nico was the second female in the band yet few people knew that
the drummer, Mo Tucker, (Maureen Tucker) was a female who dressed and wore
her hair like the males in the band.
Besides being intrigued with their music and style, Andy Warhol wanted to use
the band in a multi-media show called the "Plastic Exploding Inevitable" that he
began in 1965. The show consisted of lights, films, music and dancing crudely
produced with low budget technical equipment in shabby old theatres that Warhol
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rented in New York. Also, he took the show on the road as a traveling Happening
to a few cities including San Francisco and Provincetown, Massachusetts.
The Velvet Underground added a sinister look and hellish sound that has
been described as an extravaganza of noise to the performances of the "Plastic
Exploding Inevitable". The "noise" of the music was inspired in part by Lou Reed's
knowledge of John Cage's experimental music. In performance, the volume was
often

very loud and some of the sounds were incongruent or illogical.

The

untraditional sounds were one influence of the Velvet Underground on Punk rock,
but it was the subject matter of the lyrics that was the major influence.
Among the most famous songs by the Velvet Underground are "Heroin" and
"Venus in Furs" which are about drug abuse and sadomasochism, respectively. The
following is an excerpt from "Heroin".

When I put the spike into my vein
Then I tell you things aren't quite the same.
When I'm rushing on my run
And I feel just like Jesus' son. (6)

"Heroin" is about what was then considered the worst of drugs. However, it is the
juxtaposition of drugs and religion that caused the song to be considered
controversial. "Heroin" and similar songs were considered too dismal by mainstream
rock and roll audiences of the late sixties. The songs were seldom heard on the
radio airways in the late sixties even though the then approaching Summer of Love,
1967, involved huge rock festivals like Woodstock and lots of drug usage. Taking
drugs for fun, mind expansion and increased pleasure from sex was the main focus
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of drug takers of the Love Generation. Heroin was not considered a "love" drug, but
a drug used for self destruction.
Starting around 1984, albums by the Velvet Underground were released anew
and the sales have been tremendously high. The band had remained together from
1965 to around 1971, when still almost unknown to the music public, they went their
separate ways. Today they are much more famous as a legacy than they ever were
in their day and part of that fame is due to the emergence of Punk rock.
Surprisingly, the Velvet Underground were reunited in the summer of 1990 for a
special performance in Germany at the now fallen Iron Curtain.

Andy Warhol and The Ramones
In the sixties, underground rock and roll musicians like the Velvet
Underground gathered at artist's studios in New York of which "The Factory"
belonging to Andy Warhol was the most famous. Andy Warhol's "Factory" was his
residence, art studio and meeting place for young creative artists, writers, musicians,
poets, critics, actors, and friends. Many people lived there for years in a kind of "be
in" or communal living arrangement that was then popular.

A regular member of

Warhol's Factory crowd was Danny Fields, who later became the manager of one of
the most important Punk bands in America, The Ramones.
Danny Fields dropped out of Harvard Law School at the age of twenty and
moved to New York City to study literature. Instead, he studied rock and roll on the
streets, in the clubs and in his loft in Chelsea. When Fields came to New York in
the late 1950s, lofts, which are now commonly know as large spaces that usually
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involve an entire floor of a former factory or warehouse where artists choose to live
and work, were not popular. Fields and Warhol were involved in this transitional
period of mostly solitary artists' studios to mostly communal artists' lofts. Danny
Fields moved in with Andy Warhol because they had a lot of ideas in common.
Fields was responsible for regularly bringing famous rock musicians including Jim
Morrison (The Doors), The Cream, Brian Epstein, Janis Joplin, Iggy Pop and the
Stooges, among others, to meet Warhol and The Factory crowd. Warhol shared
with Fields a great talent for making friends with creative, famous and/or rich
people. Together they knew almost every important rock star in American including
John Lennon, David Bowie, Yoko Ono, Mick Jagger and Bob Dylan.
Danny Fields also shared with Andy Warhol a fascination with things that
were sexy and scary. In order for something to be scaiy, the threat of violence and
possibly death must exist according to Fields.

On the topic of death, he said the

following.

Death is one of the only things that can still make you wonder. It's
good show business. It's the longest running show of all times. It has
a very high audience participation rate. People live fast and die young
and a lot of beautiful corpses are left lying around. There was a time
when people I knew were dying at the rate of one a month. They did
too many drugs or whatever. But that doesn't make them any less
fabulous. (7)

It was Fields' interest in death and violence that attracted him to Punk music and
especially to The Ramones, which he proclaimed to be the best rock and roll band
in the world.

Fields stated that The Ramones have the most destructive and
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aggressive sounds that he has ever heard. Paradoxically he among others described
The Ramones as tame and nonviolent in their individual personalities. The violence
of The Ramones is intended to be fun because the sound is a potential energy that
is intended to harm no one. Danny Fields believes that violence can be fun and sexy.
An old example from television or the movies is a scene when lovers slap each other.
Spectators are expected to perceive this slap as an act of desire. The Ramones'
brutal sounds may attack the senses and especially the ears but the results are often
perceived as pleasant.
The often deathly appearance that The Ramones and many Punks achieve was
popularized by Andy Warhol whose pale skin and anemic look was due in part to a
childhood illness. However, he deliberately created a shocking bohemian image with
his white-blond wigs of disarrayed hair and with his constant use of black clothing.
Also, he often wore dark sunglasses and a blank expression. Joey Ramone always
wears dark sunglasses and maintains a distant and ambiguous personality like
Warhol. This enigmatic look is intriguing because it is mysterious and undefinable.

Current Visual Artists and Punk
The excitement of Punk rock has attracted many visual artists since the late
1970s and the early Warholian era.

Most of these artists are late Baby Boomers

born in the fifties and are the first generation raised on television. One of these well
known Baby Boom artists, interested in Punk music, is Robert Longo (born 1953)
who said the following about the influence of Punk on his art work.
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All of my visual art is completely inspired by music, specifically by the
Punk and New Wave music that has been happening in New York. (8)

Longo had been living in New York only one year when in 1978 there was a two
week long festival of rock and roll bands which included a lot of Punk and New
Wave music held at Artists Space, a space operated by a group of artists dedicated
to experimental art. Art and music were beginning to mix in ways that had never
occurred in rock and roll. Not only were visual artists sharing their exhibition space
with rock and roll musicians, but often the two roles of artist and musician were
merged in the same person. The exchange of ideas between visual art and rock and
roll did not subtract uniqueness from either discipline but made both of them richer.
Longo has often been called one of the most versatile, contemporary multi
media artists because he makes films, videos and performance art as well as
paintings, sculptures and rock and roll. It was soon after he arrived in New York
that he began to play in a rock and roll band and then formed his own band called,
"Menthol Wars". During his years at The State University of New York in Buffalo,
he acquired an interest in multi-media and performance art. While still a student he
and a few friends started an organization to present experimental art called Hallwalls
where art luminaries Robert Irwin, Duane Micheals, Bruce Nauman, Barbara Rose
were among the first to speak and/or exhibit. These established artists supported a
main purpose of Hallwalls which was to show new, creative and unknown talent.
From 1974 to 1977 Hallwalls gained a reputation as one of the most important art
spaces for avant-garde art in America. Many performance artists from New York
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City were invited by Longo to what Peter Frank cleverly calls SnowHo in Buffalo and
were paid in grant funds acquired through the diligent efforts by Longo and his
friends.
When Longo moved to New York in 1977, he was not unknown in the art
community due to his years at Hallwalls. Despite his involvement in multi-media,
he focused on visual art as a chief interest and he has become known primarily as
a painter. In 1977 his visual art involved painted aluminum relief sculptures made
into the shape of a clothed human figure that he derived from B movie stills. Longo
is fascinated with movies of all kinds but especially the 1950s movies about soldiers
or gangsters. R. W. Fassbinder's film, "An American Soldier", was named by Longo
as one specific influence. It is the dramatic positions and gestures of the figures in
the films that intrigues Longo and it is these shapes that he appropriates for his own
images.
Multiple meanings are present in Longo's early works and that complexity
keeps expanding in following works. The isolated, alienated figures appear to have
just been shot or struck violently. These are the images that he remembers most
from his years of growing up with television.

As a member of the television

generation he represents many youths who are succumbing to and/or struggling
against the manipulation of television.

Longo isolates shapes that can mean

excitement yet violence with possible death yet beauty.
In the early 1980s Longo began to make large scale, high contrast, figure
drawings in ink, charcoal and graphite. Sometimes he used movie stills that he
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projected on the paper and traced the general outline of the figure. His figures have
no background but only a void of white space. On the general outline of the figure
he drew contemporary clothes in the form of a black business suit for the males or
a black dress for the females. Also, he redesigned the hair to make it look more
dramatic as in a windblown look. Besides movie stills he used his own photographs
of friends who posed on the roof of his loft. The resulting drawings are extremely
powerful visually because of the dense black, the dynamic shapes and the life-size
scale.

SOLO FIGURES FROM "UNTITLED"
BY ROBERT LONGO, 1984 (9)
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His series, "Men in the Cities", was done the same way technically and
involved groups of figures instead of solo figures. These male images appear to be
struggling with one another as if they were fighting over space. Visually, this is
reminiscent of slam dancing except that these fellows have on business suits.
"Corporate Wars" was his next series that is similar in appearance to "Men in the
Cities", except perhaps more violent looking. Longo said that the inspiration for this
series came from watching the men inside the Stock Exchange on Wall Street. A
third, similar series, "White Riot" depicts males struggling with each other and
attacking females.
Since 1983 Longo's works have become elaborations of his original concepts.
His recent paintings are of figures that are similar to the earlier figure drawings but
they often include sculptural relief forms made of wood or metal. These sculptural
reliefs are of architectural forms, geometric shapes or ornamental patterns which
serve as symbols for the environment of the city or as metaphors for what the human
figures in the paintings are feeling.
Longo's works are a huge commercial success which he is enjoying because
it has made his life much easier. (11) His lifestyle and beliefs have not changed a
great deal according to him. He maintains his studio in the same unglamourous
building, although he now has air conditioning and four televisions playing on
different channels. He believes we are a society which has made itself into a group
of isolated, insecure beings, but we often do not realize it. His works are about the
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struggle and cruelty of everyday life along with the complexity of sexual relationships.

"UNTITLED" (WHITE RIOT SERIES)
BY ROBERT LONGO,1982 (10)
Longo names Andy Warhol as the artist who has most influenced him. He
believes that Warhol was intimately connected to the culture around him and thus
was an insightful producer of art. Warhol questioned some of the same social issues
that Longo is now examining but Longo is producing from his own experiences within
the context of his time. In his words he is not reliving Pop art, he is presenting a
vindication of Pop art just as Pop presented a vindication of Dada. (12)

Cindy Sherman and Punk
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Cindy Sherman (born 1955) was a friend of Robert Longo at the State
University of New York where she majored in art education. She, like Longo, was
one of the founding members of Hallwalls where she was the secretary. Cindy
Sherman and Robert Longo moved to New York City in 1977 and lived together in
a loft for several years as they tried to establish directions for their art work.
Sherman had abandoned painting during her years at S.U.N.Y. and had begun to
take photographs that resembled movie stills.

CINDY SHERMAN'S "UNTITLED" PHOTOGRAPH OF HERSELF AS
Marilyn Monroe (14)

The only model that Sherman uses is herself which requires her to use an automatic
timer on the shutter or an assistant. Her early images were black and white scenes
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taken out of doors and often in low light situations such as dusk. In the early
eighties, she began photographing indoors and producing large color prints ranging
from two by four feet to four by six feet. Most of these photographs have a haunting
eerie quality that questions the way women have been presented by the media.
Howard Smagula describes Sherman's work in the following excerpt from his text
Currents.

Cindy Sherman uses photography to expose the psychological
manipulations that lie beneath the surface of slick media presentations.
Her large color photographs are of herself in poses reminiscent of
Hollywood films of the fifties in which the female lead is invariably
cast as a helpless and hapless individual unable to assume control over
her life. (13)

Cindy Sherman like her friend, David Salle, a painter, is influenced by soft
core pornography magazine photographs which Salle brought home from his job with
a publishing company. Salle had taken the job with the pornographic magazine to
support himself when he first arrived in New York.

The influence of these

photographs on Sherman's work is that she uses some of the same poses and lighting
but she does not use nudes. Sherman is intrigued with the poses because of the
ambiguity between the women being both vulnerable and seductive. Aside from the
pornographic pictures, the other influence named by Sherman is color movies made
for television where the composition framed by the camera is extremely important
in adding to the narrative.
Sherman claims that her works are not autobiographical yet she is curious as
to what it would be like to be a woman cast in pornographic roles or in roles that
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stereotype women. To me she seems to question the possibility that the desire to be
sexually exciting is a part of almost everyone.

Therefore, many people are

pornographic and do not know it.

A PHOTOGRAPH OF CLNDY SHERMAN POSING WITH ONE OF HER
PHOTOGRAPHS.(15)
The relationship of Punk culture to Cindy Sherman's work is seen in the use
of sexually oriented subject matter in decadent scenes where it appears that violence
has occurred or that something dangerous is imminent.

There is a sense of

alienation and frustration in Sherman's work that is also a part of Punk culture.
Sherman's pictures seem quiet when compared to Longo's black and white drawings
or to Punk rock, but that quietness has an intensity that is visually demanding.
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Cindy Sherman strives to keep her work separate from what the male artists
are doing which is difficult because they represent the majority of what is being
shown. This conviction to make feminine work is a contrasting characteristic with
Punk rock. Trying to maintain a female voice makes Sherman's work different from
the male voice that most females in Punk rock express when they use male
archetypes. For example, the music of Punk females like Arri-Up, Siouxie and the
Banshees, The Slits and The Castrators as described in Caroline Coon's text makes
reference to male influence.

David Salle and Punk
David Salle (born 1952), a friend of both Robert Longo and Cindy Sherman,
came to New York in 1975 after receiving both the BFA and the MFA degrees from
the California Institute of the Arts in Valencia. Like Longo, Salle had studied film,
video and performance art while in school but had focused on painting after moving
to New York.
David Salle's paintings are among the most complex and difficult of
contemporary art. He uses a multitude of seemingly unrelated images that some
critics have described as similar to the experience of changing channels on the
television.

Among his major themes are sexual imagery from pornographic

magazines and images from art history which are usually abstract art or nineteenth
century landscapes.
In addition to his smorgasbord array of images on the same canvas, he uses
a variety of styles including monochromatic three-value figure painting, expressive
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cartoon line, and precise full color realism. Sometimes he paints or stencils words
onto the canvas and adds actual objects, like part of a chair. The simplicity of his
monochromatic figure paintings and the similarity of "three-values" to the Punk
technique of "three-chord" songs is one stylistic link of Salle's work to Punk.

"SEXTANT IN DOGTOWN" BY DAVID SALLE, 1987 (16)
David Salle is the only artist of his generation to be given a solo retrospective
at a major New York Museum (The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York,
1987). I remember seeing that show when it first opened and realizing why feminist
had severely criticized these "bad girl" nudes. His earlier and comparatively tame
female nudes had evolved into what looked like hard core pornography. The colors
were mostly blacks and browns with an occasional drab red and the monochromatic
simplicity of form remained as in his earlier works. My reaction was not negative,
although I felt I was betraying my own sex if I did not feel offended. I am so
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accustomed to seeing the female figure used by advertising and movies to supposedly
make life more exciting that Salle's work did not seem too far off. Salle subordinates
the male figures in these canvases by making them much smaller in scale than the
female figure and by drawing them schematically like cartoon characters. It seems
to me that if Salle had reversed these images so that the females were subordinate
to the males he would have achieved a more accurate view of the dominant gender
in our society.

"HAIR" BY DAVID SALLE, 1985 (17)
I believe that Salle's shocking images are in some ways parallel to hardcore
and Punk music. Hardcore developed in America in the eighties as an offshoot of
Punk rock and both are similar in sounds, decadence and anger. Anger and violence
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appear in the concepts of Salle's work but not in the painting style as in the violent
style of Punk rock. Sanford Schwartz described one of Salle's paintings as follows.

In the case of "What Is the Reason for Your Visit to Germany" (1984)
the nude figure is juxtaposed with copies of a cartoon drawing of Jack
Ruby shooting President John F. Kennedy's assassin, Lee Harvey
Oswald, and thereby can be interpreted as a demonstration of the
connection between sex and violence. (18)

The Times Square Show, 1980 and Punk
In relation to Longo, Sherman and Salle, other expressions of social protest
or social comment surfaced in the late seventies and early eighties artists' groups of
which COLAB was the most well known. In 1977 the organization called COLAB
was formed by a fluctuating group of young, New York artists who wanted a place
to exhibit outside the traditional gallery / museum network where obtaining an
invitation to exhibit was difficult. The common values that bound them were called
"Rule C" which stood for collaboration, collective, cooperative, and communal
projects only.
One of the first major events by COLAB was the Times Square Show held
during the month of June in 1980. In a condemned building that was formerly a
massage parlor at the corner of Seventh Avenue and Forty-first street, over one
hundred artists were invited by COLAB to exhibit. These young artists filled all four
floors of the building with shocking images about poverty, violence, prostitution,
death, nuclear disaster and urban decay that had an anarchic spirit similar to Punk.
In Kim Levin's review of the show she comments on the influence of Punk.
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Punk music may now be passe, sanitized and absorbed into the
establishment, but Punk art is just beginning to emerge, and the New
Wave is aware of the roots it is rebelling against. It may be "threechord art anyone can play." (19)

The rebelliousness of Punk can be compared to the rebellion in the Times Square
Show. The phrase "anyone can play" was taken as seriously by the artists in the
Times Square Show as by the musicians of Punk rock. There was a lot of racial
diversity among the artists in the Times Square Show and there were a number of
women artists. Street people who were accustomed to sleeping in or near the
building remained and some of them participated in the show as spectators. The
goal to involve everyone as much as possible was achieved.
The decadent look of The Times Square Show was similar to the look of
Punk. Almost every square inch of space had some pattern or object displayed in a
disjointed, cut-and-paste style. Works by individual artists were difficult to discern
because it all ran together as it was intended. Primitive looking drawings along with
graffiti, comic book images, macho images and feminist statements covered the walls,
floors and ceilings, toilets, closets and some windows.

Mirrors throughout the

building were scrawled in lipstick with "Women take back the night." Lots of trash
was used in some of the rooms with cheaply fashioned sculptures of rats lining the
halls and staircases in protest of the poor living conditions that are a reality for many
urban dwellers.
To parody the commercialization of art, there was a loudspeaker blasting out
into the square with carnival music and enticing promises about the show inside the
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building. Leaflets xeroxed with similar messages were handed to passers-by. More
irony was delivered through the "gift shop" which was stocked with unusual items
such as privately produced Punk music cassettes, posters, masks, lapel buttons or tiny
sculptures that were cheap or free.

SCENES FROM THE TIMES SQUARE SHOW, 1980 (20)
It was a pleasant surprise for me to learn that aside from COLAB, the
National Endowment for the Arts was one of the supporters of The Times Square
Show. This politically important show had numerous sexual images and images of
violence that, in my opinion, did not lessen the show's integrity. The currently
controversial Robert Mapplethorpe show which I saw at the Whitney, looked tame
in comparison with the Times Square Show. The important purposes behind the
Times Square Show might not have been understood without the use of shock tactics.
The social awareness and concern with social problems that was voiced by many
artists in The Times Square Show might help convince some voters that censorship
in the arts or denial of funds to make such exhibits possible would endanger freedom
of individual expression that serves the public.

Graffiti Art and Punk
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Beginning around 1970, signed graffiti works began to be produced in large
numbers on subway trains and on blank walls in New York City. By 1975 some of
these graffiti artists had been recognized with a show of their paintings on canvas at
the gallery, Artists Space . The average age of these artists was eighteen and most
were either black or Puerto Rican from the ghettos with limited opportunities for
achieving a higher standard of living.

GRAFFITI ART BY DUST SIN, 1982. (21)
Many of the images done in the subways were about violence as comedy
derived from comic books and cartoons. Fire breathing dragons, Disney characters
with machine guns, muscle men, snakes and bats were some of the images used in
conjunction with bold, three dimensional lettering that was sometimes difficult to
read when the letters were woven together in a creative design. One of the main
purposes of the graffiti images was self expression and the establishment of a
personal identity. Other images were protests about violence in the streets or about
nuclear weapons. If caught by the police, graffiti artists were charged with vandalism.
However, most graffiti artists did not believe they were committing vandalism
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because they were making the place look better in their opinion and because it was
public and not private space.
Many of the well known, New York, graffiti artists gained an international
reputation by the early 1980s. These artists are known by their pseudonyms like
Crash, Futura 2000, Sab Kaze, Lady Pink, Daze, Tee Bee, Dust Sin, SAMO, Zephyr,
and Fab Five Freddy. These invented names allowed then to sign their work and
protect their real identity from legal prosecution. Lady Pink, the only female among
the group of well known graffiti artists was called "the Georgia O'Keefe of graffiti"
for her large pink roses.

GRAFFITI ART BY SAB KAZE, 1982 (22)
Knowledge of some art history seems to have been widespread among these
artists who were often high school drop outs. For example, Crash, must have seen
or known about Roy Lichenstein's Pop art paintings because Crash uses some of the
same comic book characters with the same color scheme as Lichtenstein. Also,
Futura 2000's early works evolved from science fiction images into Kandinsky like
abstractions. In almost all cases the graffiti paintings were huge murals that often
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covered the entire side of several consecutive subway cars and the painting technique
was mostly enamel spray paint or brushed enamel.
By 1983 some of my art students were doing spray paintings of graffiti style
on their own outside of class assignments. They painted on cardboard, poster board,
plywood or in a rare case on the dorm wall. A few students used graffiti painting on
some of their clothing like on boots, T-shirts or jeans. Posters for various school
events were often done in a graffiti technique by the one or two students on campus
who were skilled with a spray can.
For a performance art assignment, the best of the graffiti artists did a forty
foot mural on five feet wide brown wrapping paper which rivaled those I saw in New
York. The mural reflected the Miami roots of this liberal minded, white, young man
and hid his upper class origins. At that time I had no slides of graffiti art and had
never lectured on the topic. It seemed obvious to me that the proliferation of graffiti
art was nationwide and that my students had learned it on the streets of their home
towns.
Most of the subway graffiti murals in New York were fun looking in spite of
the violence for the same reason that violent cartoons are still comic. However,
there are a few graffiti artists whose images were undeniably dismal looking.
Richard Hambleton did hundreds of drawings called "Image Mass Murder" and
"Shadows" in all sections of New York and through out urban America. Wherever
he travelled, he left on sidewalks the image of a fallen figure that was reminiscent
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of police work in chalking the outline of a murder victim. His images are shocking
reminders of the increase of violence in America.
Graffiti and Punk both involve violence in their subject matter, they both
belong to working class origin and share a spirit of anarchy. Suzi Gablik interviewed
several graffiti artists in search of answers about their social protest and their sense
of ethics. She found that much of the public dismissed graffiti artists as criminals
who were one symbol of a deteriorating morality in America. Norman Mailer
defends graffiti art maintaining that it is like a rebellion against an evil, industrial
civilization.
The graffiti that Punks wear on their clothes has already been discussed in
Chapter One. The graffiti artist, Futura 2000, a black whose work evolved into
colorful abstractions, collaborated (c. 1980) with the famous Punk rock band The
Clash for designs to be used during their performances. The Clash as mentioned
before did drip, action paintings on their clothing and set in their early performances
and this technique was used by some graffiti artists in a section of their murals, such
as in the texture of the lettering.
Keith Haring and Jean Michel Basquiat and Punk
Among the one hundred artists who participated in the Times Square Show
of 1980, two graffiti artists were singled out by art critics as the best in the show.
Keith Haring and Jean Michel Basquiat were young energetic, artists who as good
friends shared some of the same interests in Primitive and Pop art. Andy Warhol,
was named by both artists as a major influence on their art and life. Keith Haring
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(born 1958) died in February of 1990 of AIDS. Jean M. Bisquiat allegedly overdosed
on drugs in 1988 due to despair over Andy Warhol's death in 1987.
The untimely death of these two young artists cut short a great potential for
artistic production. It seems their lives followed one of the slogans that the Punks
adopted from the 1950s, "Live fast and die young". Both of these artists had been
heavily into drugs and sexual experimentation which they talked about openly in
interviews. Like many Punks, Haring and Basquiat claimed to be products of
contemporary society.

Kill
"UNTITLED" BY KEITH HARING, 1982 (24)
Keith Haring, a white and middle class youth, came to New York in 1978
from his native Pennsylvania. Among his strong interests were television, science
fiction, cartoons, children, dancing and ethnic cultures. He studied at the School of
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Visual Arts for one year taking painting and semiotics which helped him to develop
his unique picture writing style based on a set of signs and symbols.

Haring

was intrigued by the graffiti art in the New York subways as well as language-based
video and performance art. While riding a subway one day he focused on a plain
black billboard hanging on the ceramic tiled walls of the subway corridors. That is
where he began his now famous series well described by Peter Frank.

On the public blackboards, Haring drew his stark, extremely stylized
figures in thick white outline. The white-chalk-on-black-paper format
clearly conjured up the school room, investing Haring's drawings with
both familiarity and authority. Frequently his images had social and
political import, satirizing or protesting social and political importance,
satirizing or protesting pollution or nuclear weaponry or the
anesthetizing influence of television. (23)

The political content of Haring's work involving ecology and nuclear disaster is
similar to the protest nature of some West Coast Punk rock and especially the group,
Black Flag. The protest against authority and capitalism apparent in much of
Haring's work is like that of most Punk rock in both America and England.
Keith Haring was arrested several times for "defacing public property", but he
continued his commitment to make art that everyone can understand and to put it
where it could be seen by the people. When he gained notoriety through the media,
people began to steal his works so he stopped his subway drawing and started to
exhibit work in galleries. To reach the public, he opened his "Pop shop" were he sold
his designs on T-shirts, buttons, and trinkets at affordable prices. When confronted
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by Suzi Gablik about the considerable wealth he had accumulated from gallery and
museum sales he said the following.
I've always thought I didn't want to be paid a lot for what I do, just
keep things going, but there's no way to do that. If you sell your work
cheaply, you just get used by the system; somebody else buys it and
sells it for more. I don't know of a way to control prices. Money's like
a drug. In some sense, I'm really addicted. It's really hard not to be.
When you don't have to do something else to survive, it's hard to want
to work for somebody else at $2.50 an hour just to maintain your
integrity. (25)

UNTITLED" BY KEITH HARING, 1985 (26)
Keith Haring's close friend, Jean Michel Basquiat (1961-1987) was a black,
Brooklyn born Haitian who had left home at fifteen and lived on the streets for eight
months on a fairly constant LSD trip. He made postcards and T-Shirt designs to
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support himself and although a loner of sorts he had many friends. Under the name
of SAMO, Basquiat and one or more of his friends began to write graffiti messages
around Soho. SAMO is a name the Basquiat derived from "Same old S—a theme
he wrote in high school on a bogus religion. Basquiat's writings were poetic yet
biting, social criticism filled with frustration about being poor and the resentment he
had towards the power of people with big money. Some examples of these writings
are in the following quotation.
SAMO as an alternative to God
SAMO as an end to playing Art
Riding Around in Daddy's convertible
With Trust Fund money.

The whole livery line
Bow like this with
The Big money All
Crushed Into These Feet (27)

In the early 1980s, Basquiat began to show canvases of haunting black and
white images done in an expressive and primitive style. Basquiat's schematic style
looked similar to some of the primitive cave paintings with some images drawn on
top of each other and random marks scattered around. The

messages of his

paintings show that his world view had expanded beyond his earlier and more
personal graffiti, work, because some of the messages of the later paintings were
protests against nuclear weaponry and social bigotry.
Some of Basquiat's works reflects an economic protest similar to British
Punk's protest. Basquiat who never went to art school felt that technique often
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robbed the art work of its vitality. Similar to Punks he preferred a raw, unpolished
expression which he considered to be more sincere than works of precision. For
Basquiat and possibly for some Punks, technique hid the mystery which he felt was
essential in art work. In many of Basquiat's works there are decadent looking,
skeletal figures that show his interest in primitive art and in the essence of the
human figure. The look of some of his figures is similar to the decadent look of
Punk's appearance.
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A BOX PAINTED BY BASQUIAT AROUND 1984 (28)
Performance Art and Punk
Basquiat's desire to create unpretentious art connected to his life can be
linked to much of Pop art and to happenings/performance art which celebrate
ordinary living. Happenings and performance art often involve the audience as vital
performers in the event. The purpose of this participation is to increase awareness
of life. Therefore, happenings and performance art are art forms that serve the
public rather than art forms that are to be purchased by the public. In the sixties and
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seventies, there were a large number of performance art pieces created and
performed without documentation or commercialization so they became only
memories in the minds of spectators. Some of the literature indicates that women
outnumbered men in the making of performance art during the seventies. One of
the major themes by women performance artists in both the sixties and seventies was
an expression of the female body as divine and a celebration of being female. There
were attempts by some women artists to reconnect with the ancient Earth goddess,
who was revered before patriarchal society began.

1

•

Two VIEWS OF KAREN FINLEY IN PERFORMANCE. (29)

Karen Finley is among a small group of female performers who are now
currently creating works of shocking obscenities that express despair over sex as
violence and the lack of feminine archetypes. The form of expression that Finley uses
is similar to Punk in its visual ugliness and outrageous behavior. Lydia Lunch, Annie
Sprinker and Johanna Went are some of Finley's contemporaries who share a similar
performance style and ask similar questions about the freedom to speak bluntly about
issues concerning rape, incest, child abuse, abortion, suicide, pornography, violence
and female oppression.
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Much of Karen Finley's performance work , and especially "The Constant
State of Desire", involve the enactment of physical abuse and a script about sex,
violence and incest. The works are often banned in performance clubs in both
America and Europe, because the club owners fear losing government funding.
Finley speaks about the ban as follows: "People are scared of my information. They
really don't know what I'm going to do and they don't like me dealing with sexual or
political issues." (30)
Finley continues to explain her work as a concern for the poor and homeless as
victims of capitalism and for women who are oppressed by men. The following
quotation by Finley is about her ideas on womb envy as a reaction from Jung's
writings on penis envy.

The reason why the feminine way or the maternal way has been
oppressed is because the male energy is so scared of it. And so the
only way males can deal with it is to knock it down, to not allow it to
come up. In "The Constant State of Desire" I wanted to show vignettes
of capitalist, consumer society where people go far out, stretch the
boundaries - but still they never can be satisfied. So, they take things
into themselves, and this is what incest or abuse (as in Finley's works)
are about. (31)

An example of the expressive action in Finley's performance work is the
breaking of eggs inside a plastic bag and then rubbing them on herself. The
symbolism of eggs for womb envy and the breaking of eggs as a form of violence
against women is obvious. There are other actions, like putting sweet potatoes up
her rear end, that are not obvious but filled with a multitude of possible meanings.
The text of "The Constant State of Desire" written by Finley contains ambiguities and
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obscenities that are similar to the actions in the performance. An excerpt from "The
Constant State of Desire" is this quotation.

I drive down to Wall Street and Break into the Exchange. I go up to
all the traders and cut off their balls. They don't bleed, only dollar
signs come out. They don't miss their balls 'cause they are too busy
fucking you with everything else they've got. (32)

One of Karen Finley's like-minded, contemporaries, Kathy Auker, a writer,
collaborated with the well known performance artist, Richard Foreman and painter,
David Salle, to create the 1985 performance piece "The Birth of a Poet" which Auker
wrote. This three act "opera" involved three eras in world history beginning in Rome
in 29 B.C. when there was utter destruction from violence. In the end a male poet
is born to whom sexual desire and the desire for violence are constant and never
ending qualities. The three women in the opera are stereotyped as sexual servants
and vamps who become subordinated to the male artist. Several references to
religion and to contemporary culture can be interpreted from this work which is
Punk-like in its emphasis on male violence and dominance.
In contrast to the shocking content of performance works like Finley's and
Auker's is the performance of Laurie Anderson, who is political in a quiet, poetic
way.

Laurie Anderson, (born 1952) who is probably the most well known

performance artist in America, deals with issues about manipulation by an authority.
Unlike many performance artists, Anderson has recorded and marketed her messages
on vinyl and video which may be because she desires to affect mass culture.

Her

works are clever poem like narratives set to electronic music with a black box that
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changes her voice from feminine to masculine.

Her messages are both humorous

and serious simultaneously with a definite serious undertone of protest against
manipulation by any authority figure from parents to big money and big government.
It is because of these messages that she has youthful followers including many Punks.
Laurie Anderson has been likened to Punks because of her appearance which
involved totally black outfits and spiked, disarrayed hairstyle. However, she does not
call her self a Punk. It is just so happens that the protest nature of her work suited
that image in the early eighties.

The Art Club Scene in New York and Punk
"Art Clubs" evolved from the integration of rock and roll musicians with visual
artists that had begun with Andy Warhol's "Plastic Exploding Inevitable Show". Art
clubs have multi-media shows with a large variety of live and electronic works. Club
57, the Mudd Club, Area, the Palladium and Danceteria were a few of the music and
multi/media clubs formed in the early 1980s in New York. Live bands including
many Punk bands often perform as one part of a multiple media show including solo
or group acts such as a parody on a television game show or a political event. Films,
videos and slides projected on the walls, ceilings and floors are common along with
backdrops painted by local artists and/or the audience. A theme was usually
designated for the night's events to add some continuity to the show and to
encourage audience participation which was considered essential.

In the early

eighties, theme nights were advertised on posters throughout Soho and East Village
so people could come prepared and dressed according to the theme. One of the
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most highly attended theme nights at the Mudd Club was "Zeitgeist", a Berlin style,
cold war atmosphere that had a Dada-like resemblance to Punk culture. Two other
theme nights of note were the "Joan Crawford Mother's Day Celebration" during
which "Beat on the Brat" by the Ramones was played, and a theme night called
"Name that Noise" which was a contest about recognition of Punk rock songs.

THE POSTER FOR THE "ZEITGEIST" THEME NIGHT AT THE MUDD CLUB
(33)

In many of the multi-media clubs in New York, the shock and anger of Punk
culture is transformed into fun and entertainment. This fun way of looking at the
anger in Punk is not a parody on that anger but a way to keep the same protest alive.
Presently, the threat of censorship in the arts has become a central issue in
performance art protest. One statement presented in a performance at Performance
Space 122 in New York (August 1990) was that the issues of censorship and flag
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desecration are promoted by the government and media to keep us distracted from
the more serious issues of poverty and violence.

Whether true or not, that

statement functions to increase awareness.
Social concern and desire to improve social conditions is a common trait among the
artists I have discussed as Punk-like. These are examples of artists whose works are
intensely personal and individualized, yet socially responsible. It is the social concern
as well as the individual expression that makes their art valuable to the culture.
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CHAPTER THREE

PUNK'S RELATIONSHIP TO MASS CULTURE
Punk culture is to be seen as a refection of mass culture rather than an
isolated phenomena of mysterious origins and alien beliefs. It is understandable that
almost anyone would be tempted to disown a relationship to the often ugly and
repulsive nature of Punk. Unpleasant Punk practices, as beating each other with
chains or vomiting on stage, are difficult to attend and easy to dismiss as
degenerative and sick behavior. However, I believe it would be a mistake to dismiss
Punk culture as unworthy of serious attention. This dismissal would be a lost
opportunity to understand a part of our culture and, therefore, a part of our
individual lives.
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss some of the ways that Punk culture
resonates with mass culture. Although there are many topics on which connections
between Punk and mass culture could be established, I will limit my discussion to the
three issues of gender, race and class. In Punk culture there are conflicts concerning
gender, race and class that mirror conflicts on the same issues in mass culture.

Punk Culture as a Reflection of Our Patriarchal Society
A belief that is common to almost all Punks is a desire for a non-hierarchical
society where people are not subordinated and controlled by others. A paradox to
Punks' disgust for hierarchies is that they carry on the tradition of our patriarchal
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society.

By patriarchal society, I mean one that is controlled by men in the same

way that families have traditionally been controlled by the father. The camaraderie
of Punk males in the night clubs plus the exclusion of females from most Punk rock
bands and the dance events is one way in which Punk culture expresses itself as a
patriarchal subculture. Punk males use the advantage of strength in numbers as well
as physical force to insure their control over Punk females in the practices of Punk
and especially during the Punk dance. The maleness of the slam and pogo dance as
expressions of violence and aggressive male sexuality were discussed in Chapter One.
Punk dance as an expression of the love Punk males have for themselves and their
own sex in conjunction with the negative feelings they have toward women seems
obvious to me. Clearly there is nothing wrong with males loving each other except
when that love is expressed as narcissism and a fear of women rather than sincere
brotherhood.
Hatred of women is a major theme in Punk style and practice. Denial of the
feminine, meaning a denial of the compassionate, nurturing, sensitive side of both
sexes, is a major theme in Punk lyrics and in everything about Punk. The following
quotation on misogyny is from Robert Christgau's research on British Punk.

But beyond such camaraderie (Punk males in the night clubs) there is
a lot of woman-hating in English punk -not as much as is reported, but
more, among significant groups, than in America. (1)
Christgau used an excerpt from a song by the Stranglers to illustrate his claim. "Why
don't you get raped/ Why don't you get raped/ Why don't you get raped/ Go get
fucked" are some of the lyrics from the Stranglers. Christgau stated that these words
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are full of hate and cannot be excused with claims that their usage fulfills the
virtuous purpose of exposing misogyny to our society. I agree. One other example
song concerning misogyny is "Bodies" by the Sex Pistols. "Bodies" is an anti-abortion
song with lyrics that are intended to make the females feel guilty for having an
abortion and for becoming pregnant. The responsibility of the males involved in
these pregnancies and abortions is not mentioned in the song. That omission serves
to increase the guilt put upon females and perpetuate gender inequality.
Among the authors writing about misogyny and repression of the feminine are
Joan Chamberlain Engelsman and Erich Neumann. Both of these authors are using
their own interpretation of the word "feminine" as derived from Jungian thought to
denote the feminine side of being human. The following is a quotation from Erich
Neumann's book Narcissism.

The development of a patriarchal consciousness has a need to negate,
devalue, and repress the "maternal-feminine" world which represents
the unconscious. This repression is evident in the widespread lack of
a mother goddess in patriarchal culture and the exclusion of women
from cult and ritual. (2)

Punk culture does not involve the "feminine" unconscious world of dreams or wonder
or mysteiy. Punks are direct, straight forward realists who usually "exclude women
from cult and ritual" in Punk music and dance. I interpret Punk males' exclusion of
women as a self-destructive practice that they learned from our society. Joan
Chamberlain Engelsman has written on the dilemma that modern men (and I believe
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women, too) face because they repress the feminine. A quotation from Engelsman
is the following:

The missing feminine can create a serious psychological problem for
modern man because it stresses the divisive nature of patriarchal
religion and presents no divine feminine symbols to complete,
compliment and inspire human wholeness. (3)

Punks are acting out the pain of this split in their existence and the void caused by
the repressed feminine side. They may be unaware, due to their anger and apathy,
that their practices are preventing the formation of wholeness.
The controversial, Catholic priest, Matthew Fox, has written about the fear
men have had of women since Greek times when the structure of society began to
revolve around men. Greek men had more freedoms in Greek laws and social mores
than Greek women who were distrusted in fear that the fatherhood of their sons
could not be assured. Daughters were not considered as valuable as sons which was
archaeologically documented by widespread female infanticide during Hellenistic
times. Matthew Fox uses examples from Greek language, like "hystero" (womb) from
which we have derived the word hysteria. He goes on the explain that fear of the
womb is similar to fear of the tomb or death because of the closeness between the
sexual act and a fear of death. A common experience for many men during the
sexual act is a closeness to death which is sensed as both thrilling and frightening.
There is a feeling of a closeness to life, also, since the act is the replication of life.
However, Fox and others believe that the death experience during sex is a dominant
one among men and it may be the cause of a lot of misogyny.
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Joseph Campbell who researched religion and mythology in cultures all over
the world wrote that the god of death and god of sex are the same god in many
cultures. His writings examined the roots of misogyny and the subordination of
women to men. He said that men often envy women for their power to give birth
and because of their closeness to nature. The power and mystery of creation is
experienced more by women because of their potential to give birth as well as
actually giving birth. The cycle of menustration every twenty eight days is connected
to the cycle of the moon and, therefore to the tides of the ocean and the magnetic
center of the earth. The female's connections to nature ebb and flow, in an intimate
relationship to the earth. These symbols of coming and going could be interpreted
as life and death in unison as with the combination of the sex god and the death god
in mythology. This life/death experience for females is a natural part of their bodies,
whereas for males it is often experienced sexually. One other important myth
mentioned by Campbell in relation to sexuality and fear is the universal myth of a
male hero born to a virgin. The necessity to have a hero of miraculous birth
untainted by sex is symbolic of the attitude that sex is evil.
Among the other authors who have helped clarify the roles of women in
society is Sarah B. Pomeroy, who carefully examined Classical literature and law and
linked it with contemporary culture. Her concluding statement in Goddesses, Whores,
Wives and Slaves: Women in Classical Antiquity is the following:

The rationalized confinement of women to the domestic sphere, as well
as the systematization of anti-female thought by poets and
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philosophers, are two of the most devastating creations in the classical
legacy. (4)

Pomeroy used three of the top five goddesses in Classical mythology to make a point
about the role of women today. Athena, the archetype of the masculine woman, was
a warrior figure born of man not of woman. Athena chose to remain a virgin and
deny her femininity. Aphrodite, goddess of love, was a beautiful nude whose purpose
was to please men visually but not to be lustful because that would be aggressive and
evil. Hera is the archetype of the respectable wife and mother. Most women today
are trying to combine at least two of these traditional roles in trying to be an
intelligent, business woman like Athena with a respectable wife and mother role like
Hera. On a part-time basis many women try to play an Aphrodite role because it is
expected. Pomeroy states that these Classical archetypes as separate roles are
causing a great deal of frustration for modern women who combine the roles. Many
Punk females do not play a goddess role but the role of a whore in their appearance
and dress. Playing the whore image is a protest by Punk females who wish to assert
their sexuality and to be the opposite of what society expects. Punk females do not
ordinarily work as prostitutes, but their celebration of the prostitute's image may be
a symbolic protest against prostitution or against the oppression of working class
people in general.
Violence against women is a current problem that shows that misogyny is still
prevalent.

Statistics on females who have been raped, abused, battered, or

murdered by husbands or lovers continues to rise in spite of the progress by women's
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rights activists.(5) I believe some practices in Punk culture are expressions that
reflect the national increase in violence toward women. One reason why Punk
culture emerged when it did in the mid seventies was probably due to the increase
in women's rights activists that had been growing since the 1960s counter-culture.
The emergence of Punk males as brutes, was an expression of Punk males to
suppress the women activists and to regain the masculine power which they thought
hippie males had lost. By reestablishing masculinity, Punk males could suppress their
feminine sides and keep females subordinated to males. I do not believe this
suggested power struggle by Punk men was a self conscious, analytical process but
one that evolved because traditions as old as male dominance will continue to reemerge in our society in order to be suppressed or embraced.

The Response of Punk Females to Punk Male Dominance
Punk females have responded in basically two important ways to the
dominance of Punk males. One response has been to exist as a Punk female and to
be a part of the Punk scene with mere presence. The other important response has
been to take an active role by being in a Punk rock band as a musician, manager or
song writer. Simply being there for Punk females signified that they shared the
beliefs and values of Punk males.

Often being an active Punk female involved

following a Punk male example.
The anger and violence demonstrated by Punk males in night clubs was like
a re-run of the real, cruel, and competitive world that almost everyone has
experienced. Punk females can identify with a cruel, unjust world because females
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have been oppressed for centuries. If Punk culture were an invention of females
rather than males, it would be more justified since Punk's chief purpose is resistance
for liberation. Many Punk female musicians are practicing some skills in rebellion
even though they are risking a loss of feminine traits like warmth and tenderness.
I think the presence of Punk females in Punk culture can be a positive influence on
young females who are contemplating resistance to cultural problems. If Punk
continues or emerges in a new form, more feminine voices may develop.
Most of the Punk females who became Punk musicians were accused of selling
out their identity as females to a male stereotype. The same thing might be said
about a business woman who reaches an executive position where only men have
previously been employed. Because the job qualifications have been defined and
established by men it is without doubt that the woman who fits into the job must
exhibit those qualifications. However, the business woman executive is not accused
of selling out to a male stereotype. Instead, she is usually admired. I agree with
statements made by several feminists writers, including Karen Finley and Merlin
Stone, that women have not yet developed a female identity. In visual art, women
have not created their own imagery because almost all the archetypes have been
created by males.
Among the female Punk musicians who are accused of "selling out" are the
four female members of the British Punk band, The Slits (formed 1976). In spite of
their name, the band's music has almost nothing to do with gender or sexuality.
Their music is about social protest in the manner of their famous friends and
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mentors, The Clash, an all male Punk band with whom The Slits toured. An
example song by The Slits which is also exemplary of female Punk bands, in general,
is the following.

Number One Enemy

You sit up there deciding my future
What the fuck do you think you are
Changing buses
Raising taxes
Changing things as you please
You want me to take part in it
Like all the people did
You want to swallow me
But you might get ingested.
I'm going to be your Number One enemy
All for the hell of it.
If you like white, I'll be black
If you like black, I'll be yellow
If you like rational, I'll be impossible
If you like reasonable, I'll be insane
If you like peace and flowers, I'm going to carry
knives and chains.
Give me ten, I'll take one hundred
Give me one hundred, I'll need thousands
Never mind what you say
Never mind what people think
Don't try to be nice to me
'Cause I'll be your enemy
Don't be inflexible
'Cause I go to kill
I'm going to be your Number One Enemy
All for the hell of it. (6)

These Punk females who metaphorically set out "carrying knives and chains" and
"aim to kill" are exhibiting their masculine rather than their feminine sides. Their
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concern for social injustices, as in high taxes, are the same sorts of concerns
expressed by Punk male musicians and it is this social awareness and concern that
keeps the lyrics from signifying pointless violence. The constant use of first person
singular rather than first person plural may denote not only the alienated nature of
Punk individuals but the egotism of the masculine side prevalent in Punk.
The Slits think they are the strongest people that they have ever met. They
feel they are stronger emotionally than males because males have the traditional
label of being strong. Our culture expects males to be strong and females to be weak
so according to the Slits if you're female you have to battle tradition. For them,
becoming a strong female results in getting rid of inequality between males and
females and then everyone is just "people".

The Slits believe they can remain

females and be accepted in the music industry on the same level as males.
For many years, the significance of gender differences in art or literature has
been argued by art historians, artists, writers, and critics. In visual art, the argument
for no significance of gender is that all artists live in the same environment and
regardless of gender the conditions of the environment are the same for both sexes.
The argument supporting the significance of gender is that even though we live
within the same conditions we experience things differently and one of the main
differences is gender. I believe gender is a large part of who we are and how we
perceive the world. However, in our culture where the male voice is dominant and
has been dominant historically, it is difficult to recognize and understand the female
voice. I do not think the female voice is illogical or overly emotional as some
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authors such as Jung have written, but I do believe it operates on a uniquely
feminine logic which is less direct, less systematic and less singular in meaning.
Writing on the topic of gender, Lucy Lippard presented an insightful account
of her search to find models in art that are about the experience of being female.
Nature, the closeness of the female body to nature, and prehistoric art forms related
to the female are three of the key sources that Lippard used to shape her world view.
A quotation by Lippard from her book Overlay (1983) is the following.

Beginning in 1970, I looked at the work of virtually thousands of
women artists. By 1971,1 could no longer deny, as I had before, that
there is a uniquely female expression, although whether this is "innate"
or the result of social conditioning is still a controversial question.
Either way women's social, biological, and political experiences are
different from those of men; art is born of these experiences and must
be faithful to them to be authentic. (7)

Most Punk females, just as many females in mass culture, have not yet found their
female identity and many continue to experience the world through a male identity.

Punk Females in America
The involvement of Punk females in Punk rock music has been greater in the
United States than in England.

Furthermore the involvement of Punk females in

Punk rock in the United States has involved a camaraderie with Punk males and in
a few rare cases a development of a, female point of view that I have not found in
British Punk rock. However, it has been easier to find literature on Punk females
in the United States rather than in England and my research is susceptible to this
lack of information.
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An example of the American Punk male/female camaraderie was in
California Punk and Hardcore (an off-shoot of Punk rock) where very often at least
one member in the band was female. The two male authors of the text Hardcore
California: A History of Punk have written the following recollection about Punk
females from 1977 to 1981.

It's interesting in retrospect to notice what a major part women played
in the early days. Female bass players were almost a requirement, and
it seemed that it was often women who dominated and controlled the
Punk scene. This equality of the sexes was just another breakdown of
traditional rock and roll stereotypes that the early (Punk) scene was
perpetrating. (8)

The authors did not present convincing documentation on how females seemed to
"often dominate and control the Punk scene", but they did show Punk females as very
active and with some power.
Managing a magazine like a the Punk fanzine was one way that early Punk
females had some control. Pleasant Gehman, a Punk female who played for a brief
time in the band, "Germs", began a fanzine entitled "Lobotomy" with a subtitle of
"The Brainless Magazine".

Lobotomy was purposely corny and gossipy but it also

had serious interviews with selected Punk fans and Punk musicians whose music was
consequently promoted. Another fanzine with similar purposes as "Lobotomy" was
"Flipside" which was published by two Punk females, Jade and Zandra whose
surnames or real names were not printed. "Slash" which was a fanzine with greater
popularity and circulation than either "Lobotomy" or "Flipside" was controlled by two
males, Steve Samiof and Claude Berry. Similar California Punk fanzines still exist in
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underground publication but the heyday of Punk fanzines in California and elsewhere
ended around the mid eighties.
In California Punk rock and Hardcore bands the frequent inclusion of one or
more Punk female musicians did challenge to some degree the traditional male
gender as dominant in rock and roll. The situation with gender was similar here as
with The Slits in England, meaning that most California Punk female musicians
conformed to the Punk males' style. However, the lyrics of most California Punk
rock were not as hateful and nihilistic as those of British Punk. It is possible that the
female Punks in California despite their masculine nature in Punk style, may have
influenced a decrease in nihilism and increase in optimism.

In the following

example song by "The Avengers" with lead singer Penelope Houston, there is anger
and yet hope to build a better tomorrow.

We Are The One
We are the leaders of tomorrow
We are the ones to have fun
We want control, we want power
Not gonna stop until it comes
We are not Jesus (Christ)
We are not fascist (Pigs)
We are not capitalists (industrialists)
We are not Communists
We are the one!
We build a better tomorrow
The youth of today will be the tool
America's children made for survival
Fate is our Destiny and we shall rule.
I am the one who brings you the future
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I am the one who buries the past
A new species rises up from the ruin
I am the one that was made to last. (9)

One other example to support the idea that California Punk/Hardcore music was less
negative, less vicious and possibly more feminine in nature than British Punk is from
a band called the "Mutants". Two females and five males made up the Punk band,
"The Mutants", who gained notoriety after performing in the 1978 Miners Benefit in
San Francisco. The Miners Benefit was a concert organized and performed by
several Punk bands to raise money for the striking coal miners in Appalachia. An
exemplary song, "New Dark Ages" shows a social concern by "The Mutants" that is
similar to that found in the song by "The Avengers".
New Dark Ages
You're all afraid to look ahead
You'd rather live in the past instead
You took your mind and put it to bed
Wake up before you're dead We're living in the New Dark Ages
Read about it on magazine pages
Wearing clothes of the latest rages
These are the New Dark Ages... (10)

The Mutants, all former art students, use various props to illustrate or complement
their music.

The destruction of a paper mache television

or an old, junked

television is one of their familiar stunts which could symbolize their resistance to
"putting your mind to bed" in the New Dark Ages. Since destruction in this case has
a constructive purpose as opposed to the traditional and seemingly senseless
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destruction of most Punk performances, it could be a sign of a more mellow, more
feminine Punk rock.
Among the other female Punk musicians and fans are several whose invented
names connote expressions of anger or danger. These names are likely to dissolve
any thoughts of mellowness in Punk females. Hellin Killer, Lorna Doom, Mad Dog
Karla and Dinah Cancer are examples. Hellin Killer, the most famous California
Punk female, acted out the image of a tough and dangerous female. Her fame was
assured when, in 1978, she punched Sid Vicious in the nose and caused Sid to fall in
love with her. Hellin carved "Sid" into her arm instead of getting a tatoo. It seems
that Hellin Killer sought her identity in Sid Vicious and therefore in a male
archetype.
Hellin Killer was a. leader in San Francisco Punk along with the Punk band,
"The Screamers" (males) and the female Punk clan called "The Plungers" who lived
communally and were noted for wild, hedonistic, drug-filled, prank-filled parties for
Punks only. The Plungers had power because they hosted the Punk parties and had
pre-planned stunts meant to aggravate or embarrass guests.

Apparently, "The

Plungers" enjoyed the hedonistic activities and were not subordinated sexually to their
male friends. However, using the argument that these females denied their feminine
sides of warmth and tenderness is a sign of subordination of the feminine to the
masculine.
In the seventies, there were a few all-female Punk bands in California which
included the Go Gos, the Contractions, and the Bags. The Go Gos, now disbanded,
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gained the most recognition although the Contractions were more accomplished
musicians than the Go Gos. Musical technique in Punk rock is not a requirement,
but by the late seventies certain standards began to emerge in the technique of the
deliberately outrageous noise of Punk. Most Punk females who can master the
standards and add a bit of venom are admired by the Punk males.
According to the Punk males I interviewed, including one from California,
talented Punk females are admired for their musical abilities but their physical
beauty often commands more admiration than their talent. Punk males enjoy looking
at Punk female musicians because as one Punk male described it "They're hot", which
means they are very attractive visually. The traditional stereotype of females as
"Aphrodite" threatens the recognition of their other important achievements which
may include intelligence and talent. Joseph Campbell wrote in his Masks of God
series on mythology that the Greek myth of the Judgment of Paris was the first
female beauty contest and the beginning of one sort of degradation of females. Most
of the female Punk musicians that I have discussed are physically beautiful whereas
their male peers rang vastly in degree of good looking appearance. One familiar
parallel situation in popular culture is television news journalists who if female are
usually beautiful and young whereas the male journalists vary in appearance and age.

Punk Culture as a Reflection of Racial Separation in Mass Culture
In spite of the minor power that some females have in California Punk and
Hardcore, Punk culture is invariably controlled by white males. The lack of blacks
in Punk culture is due to the historical tradition of racial separation just as misogyny
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is a historical tradition. Punk culture is not anti-black yet it is a culture concerned
primarily with the white race. I interpret the so called " whiteness" of Punk culture
as a sign of their resistance to change and insistence on remaining white.
Some Punk practices might appear anti-black. For example, the wearing of
the swastika which is for shock purposes and not to symbolize Punks' fascism. How
is one to know? In 1978, the Punk band the Dead Kennedys released a single
entitled, "Nazi Punks Fuck Off' which implies that some Punks were Nazis. Several
Punk groups in England were linked visually to the fascist, Skinhead youth
subculture, which emerged just prior to Punk culture.

It is likely that blacks

interpreted Punks as having the same beliefs as the Skinheads.
I asked several Punks why there are no blacks in the Punk clubs and the
response was that Punk music is distinctively white and was created to give the whites
their own music. "The blacks have their thing in reggae, and we have Punk. It's fair"
was one comment. Is it fair not to recognize that the roots of all rock and roll are
in black gospel and Dixieland jazz? Furthermore, the rock and roll industry has been
dominated by whites except for Motown, reggae and rap.
Reggae music developed among young black Jamaicans and Rastafarians just
a few years prior to the emergence of Punk rock. Reggae is not specifically antiwhite but speaks about the experience of being a frustrated and oppressed black in
an unjust world. Some of the language in reggae music is from Rastafarianism and
is not easily understood by whites. Reggae musicians clung to this language for
authenticity and to exclude whites. The strong camaraderie of reggae along with its
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simplicity of rhythm and politically important lyrics were the qualities that attracted
Punks and made reggae music an important influence on the formation of Punk rock.
Dick Hebdige has written about the connections between reggae and Punk
compared to other white and black youth subcultures. The point that Hebdige makes
clear is that blacks and white youth subcultures have been strongly influenced by
each other even though that link is often denied by both whites and blacks. The
following are quotations on punk and reggae from Dick Hebdige's Subculture: The
Meaning of Style.

"Punks are niggers" (Richard Hell, punk musician interviewed in New
Musical Express 29 October 1977).
Reggae attracted those punks who wished to give tangible form to their
alienation (of being working class). Reggae carried the necessary
conviction, the political bite, so obviously missing in most
contemporary white music.
At the moment when glam-rock (Queen, David Bowie, Johnny Glitter,
Kiss, etc.) had exhausted the permutations available within its own
distinctive structure of concerns, the punks moved back to earlier
forms of rock (i.e. to the 50s and early 60s when black influences had
been strongest) and forward to contemporary reggae (dub Bob Marley)
in order to find a music which reflected more adequately their sense
of frustration and oppression. (11)

These quotations confirm the black roots of Punk rock from reggae back to the
fifties. More evidence is from the "New Musical Express"(a rock and roll magazine)
which reported in May 7, 1977 that reggae was the only music that Johnny Rotten
danced to and later issues detailed J. Rotten's wide knowledge of reggae music.
The Clash have been the Punk band most obviously and admittedly influenced
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by reggae music. One of their famous songs is "White Riot" which due to the title
could easily be interpreted as racist. "White Riot" was inspired by admiration for
courageous, black, youths who rioted against police harassment at a neighborhood
carnival. The "1976 Carnival" in the Notting Hill section of London was formed by
the local West Indian population as an ethnic event. Tension erupted into fighting
due to the black youths frustration over the extremely heavy police patrol. Members
of The Clash (all male and white) thought the black youths were justified and heroic.
The lyrics of "White Riot" are the following.

White Riot
Black men have got a lotta problems
But they don't mind throwing a brick,
But white men have got too much school
Where they teach you to be thick.
So we're content, we don't resent,
We go reading papers and wearing slippers!
White riot! I wanna riot
White riot! A riot of my own
All the power is in the hands
Of people rich enough to buy it,
While we walk the streets
Too chicken to even try it.
And everybody does what they are told to,
And everybody eats supermarket soul food!
White riot! I wanna riot
White riot! A riot of my own!
Joe Strummer/ Mick Jones

1976 (12)

The admiration for blacks expressed in this song is evident except, possibly, for the
last line "And everybody eats supermarket soul food". Since "soul food" refers to
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special foods that blacks eat, and "everybody" in this line refers to all whites, the
implication could be interpreted as a racial slur. Possibly, "supermarket soul food"
is intended to mean a bogus type of soul food that is inferior to what the blacks eat
and, therefore whites do not have the proper fuel for resistance.

Given

the

background of The Clash, there is no reason to believe that they were anti-black.
Members of The Clash sometimes dressed in reggae style with Khaki battle dress,
black brogues, and the pork-pie hat. They toured with a black Rastafarian d-j, Don
Letts, who made a documentary film on Punk.
In British Punk, I have found only one non-white Punk, who is a mulatto
female musician named Poly-Styrene of the band X-Ray Spex. Poly Styrene and
Siouxsie of Siouxsie and The Banshees are noted as the top two female singers in
British Punk, (see Laing's text). Poly Styrene was noted for evading a female image
in performance style and using a falsetto voice to sound more masculine. Her race
category as half-white and half-black was not a issue in the music, but was not a
secret among Punk fans and may have been a symbol of seeking racial equality just
as androgynous images in glam-rock had been a symbol od seeking gender equality.
In American Punk, there are a few rare cases of blacks or other non-whites
in Punk bands. Mad Dog Karla is a female black singer in the California Punk band,
The Controllers. In Southern California, one is likely to find a few Mexicans or
Mexican/Americans active in Punk music. The Punk documentary film, The Decline
of Western Civilization, Part II, shows some Mexican and Mexican/American Punks.
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The "whiteness" of Punk culture and why that "whiteness" has some
significance is powerfully expressed in the song "Caucasian Guilt" written by a female
Punk musician named Esmerelda. Her song speaks directly to the experience of
being white and carrying the guilt of all the social injustices that whites have
committed.

Caucasian Guilt
I don't want to be politically correct
I don't need no Caucasian guilt
I never cooked no Jews
I never took no Indian land
I never made no Black my slave
I never dug no Latino grave
Never made no Chinese build me a Railroad
I never put no Jap in a Camp
I don't care if faggots call me a cunt
I don't care if they take me out to lunch
I don't mind high heels on a dyke
Just don't knock me off my bike
Hey!
I don't need no Caucasian guilt
I'm ready for a brand new race
One concerned with the way you move
Not the arrangement of your face
Need no Caucasian guilt 1978..Esmerelda (13)

Punks have a need to express their "ethnic" feelings and rebel against the
stereotyping of whites. "Caucasian Guilt" is not a well known Punk song, which is
unfortunate for the good it might have done in helping relations between whites and
minorities.
Nevertheless, "Caucasian Guilt" is more self seeking than it is benevolent
toward non-whites. Since whites are the majority, it is their responsibility to reach
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out to minorities and make a strong effort to involve them in their lives. A few
Punks made valiant efforts to reach out to blacks before retreating into whiteness.
Dick Hebdige has written the following analysis of the Punks efforts to fight racism.

At one level, the punks openly acknowledged the significance of
contact and exchange (with reggae) and on occasion even elevated the
cultural connection into a political commitment. Punk groups for
instance, figured prominently in the "Rock against Racism" campaign
set up to combat the growing influence of the National Front in
working class areas. But at another, deeper level, the association
seems to have been repressed, displaced on the part of punks into the
construction of a music which was emphatically white and even more
emphatically British. (14)

I believe Punk music was from its beginnings a white music influenced by black
music but the actual contact of Punks with blacks was rare. In spite of this distance,
Punks felt a kinship with blacks because of the working class oppression that they
both shared but the kinship was usually conceptual rather than direct friendship. The
apparent lack of friendship between blacks and Punks is probably why their
"association" was repressed. Punks are to be commended for the efforts they made
to speak out against racism. However, their legacy shows that the whiteness of Punk
practices is contradictory to their anti-racism belief.

Punk Culture's Relationship to the Working Class
In Chapter One, the purpose of Punk culture as a struggle by the working
class was established with exemplary Punk songs like "Anarchy in the U.K." and
"Career Opportunities". Although the working class struggle of Punk was mostly a
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British experience, the essence of Punk resistance against all authority and against
manipulation by the media was shared by both British and American Punks.
Punks detest capitalism's power to keep working class people subordinated.
I believe Punks made the greatest effort in the history of rock and roll to escape
being controlled by the record industry and the hype of commercialization. A few
critics and sociologists including Simon Frith criticized some of the Punks and
especially The Clash, for not being members of the oppressed working class. All but
one member of The Clash are from working class backgrounds but they are not from
poor or unemployed, working class families. The singer for the Clash, Joe Strummer,
draws the most criticism, because he comes from the wealthy class and his father was
a British ambassador. Arri-Up of The Slits has an independently wealthy mother and
grandfather who owned a German newspaper company. Being wealthy does not
necessarily limit one's ability to understand the feelings of oppressed people.
In America the economic class origins of Punks vary greatly, but all of those
I met are from the middle class or upper middle class. There is some concern
among American Punks for the economically oppressed as evidenced in the
previously mentioned "Miners Benefit" in San Francisco or the campaign for mayor
of San Francisco by Jello Biafra, lead singer for the Dead Kennedys. In Jello
Biafra's pursuit to be mayor he presented a platform that called for the following
things: (1) Hire laid off city workers as panhandlers at 50% commission to recover
funds lost through Proposition 13 (a failed measure increasing California property
tax), (2) Require all policemen to be elected, (3) legalize squatting in vacant
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l
buildings. Jello came in fourth with 6,591 votes which is fairly impressive for a Punk
rocker and indicates that his campaign made a lot of people think about oppression
of the poor. With most of the Punks I met there is a frustration over what money
cannot buy to mend broken family relations or provide meaningful leisure time
activities. There is a frustration over the emptiness that is prevalent in a consumer
based society. "What is one to do when the mall is closed," is part of a recent
advertisement. Punk culture and Punk rock music provide an escape from boredom,
a comic relief to emptiness, a protest vehicle and a personal identity.
One of the greatest things about Punk culture is its example to mass culture
that resistance to oppression is alive and energetic. Punks show us that they care
about society and have the courage not to just say it but scream it. Much of what
Punks value, such as, more freedom of expression, more creativity in schools, more
concern for ecology, less bigotry and dishonesty, and less economic oppression, are
values common to most everyone. When Punk culture is reduced to its essence in
values and beliefs, it becomes clear that Punks are closely related to us.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
One of the most surprising results of this study is the numerous connections
that Punks have among art and culture. These connections are often similarities in
essential values and beliefs and not superficialities. Like avant-garde artists, Punks
are sensitive to occurrences in our culture that threaten some of our common values
and beliefs. These Punks and artists are acutely aware of situations and injustices
that many people ignore. Therefore, Punks and artists are often connected to the
culture as resisters of the culture.
It is easier to see Punks as creators of problems, like violence, than resisters,
but that is a part of their paradoxical existence. Punks do not cause the problems
in culture that are discussed in this study in relation to gender, class and race. Punk
resonates with the culture.
The ways in which Punks mimic gender relationships in our culture is the most
significant Punk-to-culture connection for me personally because problems with
gender inequalities have caused some obstacles and deficiencies in my life and
especially in my education.

The majority of the problems voiced by Punks have

gender significance more than class or race significance. The dominance of males
in Punk culture, along with anti-feminine practices in Punk style, clearly shows
gender problems.
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Race relations in Punk culture are more complicated than I thought initially.
Throughout this study, I found that Punks want to remain separate from the blacks
and the blacks want to remain separate from the Punks. One reason for this
separation is that both races wish their expressions in style to be about their
particular race. Blacks need to identify with being black and whites need to identify
with being white. Surprisingly, I found that many Punks and blacks admire each
other. The lack of direct contact between these two races reflects the stubbornness
to change that a segregationist culture, like ours, often maintains.
The barriers in race relations are similar to the obstacles in economic class
relations. Punks express anger for people who are economically oppressed and
confined to an abject way to life. Other Punk expressions relating to social/economic
class involve a despair over money as a manipulator of people and a possible cause
of hypocrisy. The danger of compromising integrity in music/art expression for the
sake of money is an important and admirable concern of the Punks.
Many college students are linked to Punks in their concern for economic and
social oppression. Other links between Punks and college students are drug abuse
and alcoholism.

In my educational experiences, drug abuse among students is

sometimes related to a despair with school classes. However, the more prevalent
cause for drug abuse is despair with family relationships or economic pressure from
school costs. Often drugs/alcohol are an escape mechanism. A Punk musicians'
tatoo, "Life is a Pain, I Want to Be Insane," explains the desired state of mind that
is obtainable through drugs.
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Drug abuse

on campus contributes to another Punk-like problem, that

involves the systematic destruction of school property. Male dormitories have been
the main locale for this destruction, in my experiences. The college males often have
unplanned celebrations of destruction when they do things like tear sinks and mirrors
from the wall, hammer ceramic tile into pieces, smash windows and remove walls.
Each summer the dorms must be redone. Females do damage, also, but it is not as
severe as what the males accomplish. Like Punks, these college students are letting
out their fears and frustrations while possibly trying to get even with the authorities.
I believe much of the despair expressed by destructive students is a reflection of the
aggression and pressure that their parents feel in the business world. It is like the
animation of the Robert Longo painting of Wall street businessmen fighting. When
students graduate from college they can join their parents in thus aggressive world.
Is it any wonder they are frustrated?
Violence in the form of physical assault against females is a serious Punk-like
problem on some college campuses. Security officers and student escorts are
available on most campuses to aid female students who do not wish to risk walking
alone across campus at night. Most of my female students do not use this service for
various reasons including inconvenience and a disbelief that anything could happen
to them.

I have known dozens of college females who were involved in an

attempted or actual assault. According to surveys published in several magazines
including, Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, April 1987, Psychology Today,
July 1987, Time, June 12,1989 and USA Today, Dec. 1988, date rape occurs often on
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college campuses, but it is not frequently reported because the burden of proof
belongs to the female as well as the embarrassment of going public with a personal
tragedy. In cases of date rape that I have known, the female was often blamed by
her own colleagues and occasionally by her parents. It saddens me that blaming
females seems to be ingrained in our society as deeply as the original sin.
The Punk-like aspect of male violence against women on campus is related
to the historical tradition of male authority and female subordination.

Men

established a male-centered college curriculum that has been in place for centuries.
This curriculum is well suited to the masculine traits of rationalization and order, but
is not easily linked to feminine traits like situational explorations or creative
experimentation through chance.
In art history class, both my male and female students are denied the benefit
of a feminine perspective of history. Until the early 1980s no female artists were
included in the most commonly used art history texts. Besides art history, every topic
in the curriculum except women's studies is dominantly male and masculine.
Moreover, the professors are dominantly male in every college of my experience. Of
the sixteen college art professors that I had at three different schools only one was
female. I never realized the lack of female role models caused a problem until I
went to graduate school and began to believe there are differences in gender.
Recognition of Punk-like aspects on campus occurred after I had realized
Punks relation to myself as a teacher of art. Around 1982, when I first saw Punks
in my classroom, I reflected on my own youth when my appearance was often
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criticized as too casual with things like worn out jeans, sandals and long hair. I
especially remember one insulting incident when I boarded a plane in London in
1974 after two months in Europe. Seated next to me was an elderly person who said,
"I suppose you are one of those nasty backpackers". At first I was amused but later
thought of that person and how much they might have learned about our society and
the hippie youth culture if they had not been so negative. Remembering my youth
helps to maintain an open mindedness in the classroom and cause a better rapport
with students.
Punks are especially fascinating to me because I believe they are the most
radical looking people I have ever seen. 1 am embarrassed to admit that at the
beginning of this study I was stereotyping Punks and, for a brief time, I believed such
things as all true Punks are violent and wear black. How could I have overlooked
the individual creativity which I so admire in Punks?

Yes, there are broad

similarities like a penchant for violence and black clothing but there are intriguing
differences that make each Punk unique.

Through this research I have been

reminded that falling into the methodology of stereotyping people is far too easy and,
also, dangerous if I want to respect individuals.
The individuality of Punks and Punk-like students is usually evident in the
bizzare images they create in art class.

One problem has been how to deal with

individual creative expression that would commonly be judged ugly or obscene. I
have found that students are seldom insincere about their images, so I respect and
study whatever they choose to depict.
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A more perplexing problem in my experience is dealing with art works that
are copied from magazines or album covers.

The problem is that students who

copy these images sometimes relinquish an opportunity for individual expression by
not sufficiently altering the image or applying a purpose to their choices. Since our
lives are surrounded with products from mass media, it seems that drawing these
images would be a very natural thing to occur. Somehow it makes more sense than
drawing vases, drapery and other traditional still-life material. But, when is copying
mass media plagiarism? Are some of the Pop artists plagiarists? Is plagiarism bad?
Is individual creative expression missing in an art work that is copied from mass
media?

Are artistic skills missing in work that is copied?

Working from a

photograph is far easier than working from life. Is it too easy?

Who decides how

difficult art needs to be? Thinking about these questions and helping students to
not feel guilty for using mass media is important to me as well as advising on ways
other artists and some Punks have claimed power over mass media.
Even when my students use mass media images I usually do not make
comments about our culture in relation to the art they produce. My silence is a lost
opportunity to connect art and culture. As an educator, artist and member of the
culture, I have an opportunity to increase awareness and promote critical thinking
about the relationship of education, art and culture.
Staying in touch with contemporary culture including youth culture is and will
continue to be extremely important in making my teaching and art work relevant to
the current situation. It seems that maintaining an awareness of contemporary
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culture is easy and automatic because we are living it. However, we are not always
alert or inquiring about what is behind surface appearances and we cannot depend
on television and the media to give us the answers. Punks warn us about television
and the media as destroyers of the mind which means that excessive television
viewing has molded our thinking.
Attending to contemporary art, rock and roll, and youth cultures like Punk,
is what I practice to aid my awareness of contemporary culture.

I believe the

problems of contemporary culture are expressed clearer by youth culture than by any
other group within the culture. Many of the youth I have had in classes seem to be
in touch with life and nature. They express concern for each other and the world's
problems. These feelings are reflected in many of the art works that they make when
given an opportunity to produce their own images. I believe we need to spend more
time talking about or writing about what those images might mean to the individual
student and the culture. However, talking/writing about art should not be overly
analytical or restrictive because that approach could deny new meanings.
Rationalization can be detrimental to the production of art works. It is very
important for an artist to have the option of working spontaneously without a clear
plan as to what the outcome might be. However, an artist should critique their own
work and consider the significance of his/her images to others. I believe visual
communication is another kind of language with which we can know things that are
not translatable into words. It is impossible to explain everything significant about
an art work. I believe there is visual knowing which means, to me, that just making
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the image and visually studying it is a valuable experience. It is for this reason that
the continual production of new and creative visual images is important in an artist's
life. I urge my students to save some of their works as a kind of diary that will have
different meanings for them as they grow older.
Providing ample opportunities for students to make their own images has been
a problem in my teaching and especially with the beginning level classes.

My

earliest art training was a variation of the strict, academic tradition where skills were
paramount. As a beginning teacher I stressed skills in the same manner that I had
been taught. In teaching studio skills, I have struggled with the technique versus free
expression idea or what some call the teach and non-teach methods. Presently, I am
beginning to achieve a balance between technical skills and creative expression in
most art classes.
There are many art students who prefer to learn and perform a technical skill
rather than use experimental skills, because technical skills are concrete information
whereas free expression or experimental skills have a lot of possibilities, ambiguities
and vagueness. It is the gray areas that seem to frighten students because most
students are unaccustomed to the freedom that gray areas allow. I believe educators
should provide more gray areas and encourage these students to take risks in order
to learn more about themselves.
Most students are indoctrinated with systematic learning where they memorize
for tests and, therefore, it is a natural tendency to want that same system in art class.
There is a current movement nationwide in college curriculums to add intensified
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writing classes which are intended to allow for more free expression and encourage
creative thinking. It is a wonderful idea which I hope will help students, teachers,
administrators and parents to

understand

the importance of a creative class.

Possibly, art classes will gain respect because of the new emphasis on creative
thinking.
I believe that art classes are not always factories of creativity because the
teacher has chosen or has been forced to choose a controlled methodology where the
emphasis is on correct answers.

It is the teacher's responsibility to realize this rut

and change it for their own sake as well as for the students. One quotation that most
art teachers know is Leonardo's statement, "The supreme misfortune is when theory
outstrips performance." It is something we know but do not always practice.
Besides protecting individual creativity for students, it is the art teacher's
responsibility to integrate the understanding of that individuality to an understanding
of the culture. If we ignore the cultural connection and continue the supremacy of
the individual expression, which has been popular in art, we are in danger of
encouraging narcissistic individuals like those which the Punks detest.

The

paradoxical nature of Punk can be an inspiration for art teachers to maintain a
dichotomous relationship with art teaching theory. This dichotomy involves an
advocacy for individual creativity along with a concern for the negative aspects of
egocentricism which can deteriorate the wholeness of a culture.
Art teachers need to make students aware of the best and worst aspects of
individual creativity in art making. The best of individuality is as free as possible
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from dogma and conformity while still being connected to and responsible toward the
culture. The worst of individuality can also be free of dogma and conformity but
lacks social responsibility. Punks are creative individuals who are socially responsible
in their unique ways. They have a message for art teachers.
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